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ABSTRACT 

 

Microstructural Engineering of Porous Cathodes for SOFC Applications 

 

Sodith Kumar R. Gandavarapu 

 

LSCF [(La0.6Sr0.4)0.98 (Co0.2 Fe0.8) O3-δ], a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) cathode material 

was fabricated and foamed through a polymeric in situ foaming process to build an optimum 

porous architecture.  The changes in the porous cathode microstructure with changes in the in 

situ foaming parameters were qualitatively investigated through back-scattered scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) imaging.  Later, a quantitative analysis of the pore size, shape, area and 

distribution was completed on the same samples through a computational image analysis 

program called Image J (National Institute of Health, NIH).  Electrochemical testing of the 

foamed cathode under different processing conditions including the baseline (un-foamed) 

cathode was performed through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of cathode 

symmetrical electrolyte-supported cells. 

 

    The porous cathode architecture formed through in situ foaming with 70% solids 

loading and a polymer precursor composition of 8:4:1 volume ratio (isocyanate: PEG: surfactant) 

within an terpineol/cellulose printing vehicle yielded the optimum  microstructure displaying a 

substantial decrease in the electrode polarization resistance. It displayed a broad pore size 

distribution, higher mean pore area and more elongated pore channels with ~40% and ~50% less 

polarization than the baseline cell at 750
o
C and 800

o
C, respectively.  These measurements were 

completed at open circuit voltage (OCV), 100 mA and 300 mA loading.  Electrochemical 

Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) testing for this cathode displayed ~0.08 Ω cm
2
 – polarization at 

800
o
C (at OCV) and ~50% increase in maximum power density with the foamed cathode over 

the baseline.   Further improvements in the foamed cathode performance were obtained through 

the nano-catalyst incorporation into this microstructure. Platinum (Pt) nano-catalyst was 

impregnated into the microstructure using water based precursor (H2PtCl6.6H2O)  solution; the 

interconnected porosity permitted the efficient infiltration of the solution throughout the bulk of 

the microstructure using a lower number of processing steps than the baseline (unfoamed) 

microstructure (per infiltration cycle).  Also, a homogeneous dispersion of the nano-catalyst 

across the foamed cathode led to higher power densities, which is further reported in this study. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

Clean energy production has gained importance due to the increase in the 

environmental pollution to an alarming level. The exponential growth in usage of power 

has also triggered a possible extinction of fossil fuels in the near future, which leads to 

the growing need for alternative energy technologies. There is a continuous steep rise in 

world energy consumption in all sectors by nearly 50 times since 1820 to 2000. This 

surge of energy consumption is generated from different sources since 1820 (clearly 

depicted in Fig.1.1 by Gail Tverberg [1]). The world’s energy consumption is estimated 

to be 770 quadrillion Btu by 2035 which is 53% higher than 505 quadrillion Btu in 2008 

[2].  

 

 

Figure 1.1: World energy consumption since 1820 [1]. 

 

 

The USA, Russia and China together consume 41% of the world’s total energy 

while contributing only 31% of total production. The USA stands out by leading in terms 
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of consumption by almost 3 times that of China, which is second to it in consumption [3]. 

The rise in energy consumption resulted in proliferation of greenhouse gases (GHG) in 

the atmosphere as a result of emissions from fossil fuel combustion, the ramification of 

which is an increase in global warming. Around 90% of total commercial energy being 

generated in the world is through fossil fuels while carbon dioxide (CO2) constitutes to 

more than 80% of GHG emissions [4]. An unprecedented amount of global CO2 

emissions, about 31.6 gigatonnes (Gt), was recorded in 2011 as reported by International 

Energy Agency [5]. All data reported to date clearly displays the urgency in the 

development of a clean energy generation from alternative energy sources. Research on 

fuel cells as a potential solution for clean power generation has prominently focused upon 

the use of hydrogen as fuel over the past few decades. The exhaust of fuel cells with 

hydrogen as fuel is just water vapor making fuel cells an able alternative for clean energy 

generation.  It is only since the 1960s the fuel cells gained importance as a potential 

alternative after the United States space program adopted fuel cells into spacecraft over 

risky and costly nuclear and solar power sources. Fuel cells were used in power 

generation for Gemini and Apollo spacecraft as well for producing water in space shuttles 

[6]. The commercialization of fuel cells requires great attention and push, to advance its 

eminent existence as stationary power generators contributing to a great extent in 

reduction of the carbon foot print by intruding into the domestic and industrial power 

sector. In the process of supporting the development of such technology, the Department 

of Defense (DoD) and Department of Energy (DoE) accounts for a major share in 

funding. It is an approximate estimation that DoD has spent around $44-60 million in 

FY10 for research and development in fuel cells [7]. The DoE in its accomplishments and 

progress sheet reported that the research advancements in this field funded by DoE has 

yielded in 80% reduction of cost of automotive fuel cells since 2002 from $275/kW in 

2002 to $49/kW in 2011 as shown in Fig.1.2 [8]. DoE also reported a 25% improvement 

in the power density of SOFC systems which in turn leads to 30% reduction in stack 

volume, stating the improvement in performance of stationary fuel cells in their 2010 

annual merit review proceedings [9]. The funding and support from DoE has been very 

extensive and has resulted in 313 patents with more than 60 emerging and 30 commercial 
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technologies leading to $200 million in industrial investment and revenues from around 

$70 million of funding [10]. 

 

Figure 1.2: Projected transportation fuel cell system cost [8]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Development in commercialization of fuel cell technologies [10]. 
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The research and development as stated above is making fuel cell technology, 

especially the stationary fuel cell industry, a fast-growing, clean energy alternative. The 

Clean Technica [11] reported that around 9000 stationary fuel cell units were sold in 

2010, which is 60% higher than 2009 and expected to be 1.2 million by 2017. The major 

emphasis has been demonstrated on polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEM). 

Though the PEM fuel cell is advantageous for its ability to operate at low temperatures, 

its sensitivity to poisoning by carbon monoxide (CO) results in the strict need of pure 

hydrogen as fuel. Hence, the technology is limited due to constrained availability of pure 

hydrogen with its associated problem of storage and production and its high cost. Solid 

oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) acquired an appreciable scale of feasibility for being widely 

used as the fuel cell technology of popular interest because of its fuel versatility and 

operation at intermediate temperatures. The overall performance of SOFC as a system is 

highly limited to the oxygen (O2) reduction and transfer of its ions into the electrolyte, 

which later reacts with the hydrogen (fuel) releasing electrons. The cathode is responsible 

for the O2 reduction and O
2-

 incorporation, which clearly indicates the importance of 

cathode functioning on the whole SOFC system. 

 

 

1.2 Objective 

 

The objective of this work is to investigate engineered solid oxide fuel cell 

(SOFC) cathode microstructures that are tailored to provide a high triple-phase boundary 

(TPB) concentration, low resistance to gas diffusion, and optimal architecture for nano-

catalyst impregnation.  The goal is to produce a foam-like cathode structure with a broad 

pore size distribution and engineered mesoporous structure within the legs of an open 

foam network.  This configuration will provide a greatly enhanced TPB concentration 

while retaining the open pore structure for optimal gas flow and liquid impregnation of 

the cathode active area.   
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1.2.1 Technical Goals  

 

 Attaining an improved porous architecture of the cathode through microstructural 

engineering. 

 Correlation of the processing parameters with the microstructural changes through 

2D image analysis. 

 Deriving the right composition of the processing parameters for the improved 

microstructure of the cathode and confirming their credibility through 

electrochemical testing of the developed microstructure in comparison with the 

baseline.  

 Investigating the effectiveness of the improved microstructure for nano-catalyst 

impregnation.  

  

1.2.2  Desired attributes for microstructure and processing 

 

The following is a list of microstructural attributes of a cathode structure required 

for enhanced performance of the SOFC system: 

 A porous cathode with 30-60% porosity through controlled in-situ pore forming 

strategies. 

 The gradient in pore size across the thickness (cross section) of the cathode where 

the interface has a large number of small pores for better adhesion with high triple 

phase boundary concentration, while the surface has larger pores assisting in gas 

penetration and diffusion. 

 Porous cathode architecture with tortuous and interconnected porosity. 

 A cathode architecture that supports a well-diffused, uniform surface area 

yielding a homogeneous nano-catalyst distribution upon impregnation. 
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1.3 Overview 

 

This work will incorporate a polymeric in situ foaming process to build the 

porous architecture in the LSCF [(LaxSr1-x) s (Coy Fe1-y) 1-s O3-δ] cathode. The porosity 

distribution, structural architecture and reaction kinetics were distinctly controlled by 

varying several processing parameters, such as precursor composition, solvent, solids 

loading and catalyst concentration. Various combinations of the above-discussed 

parameters were investigated allowing for optimal control of the porous structure, pore 

volume distribution and porosity levels. The pore size, shape, distribution and orientation 

were characterized through computational image analysis of scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) images. The measured microstructural parameters were related to the 

processing variables and electrochemical testing.  The in situ foaming process was 

modified in order to deposit the LSCF foamed cathodes onto electrolyte-supported cells 

to build a workable thick film fuel cell cathode. Nano-catalyst was infiltrated through the 

foamed cathode while maintaining a homogeneous dispersion across the microstructure 

(as characterized by SEM imaging). The results obtained from current-voltage (I-V) 

testing, along with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), were used to draw 

final processing-microstructure-properties correlations.  
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Chapter 2: BACKGROUND  

 

2.1 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) 

 

A solid oxide fuel cell is an electrochemical device which converts chemical 

energy into electrical energy and heat. The SOFC usually functions at higher 

temperatures, such as 600-1000
o
C. The operation of SOFCs at higher temperatures leads 

to highly efficient conversion to power, internal reforming and useful heat as a by-

product of the co-generation.  SOFCs are capable of generating power with high 

electrical efficiencies ranging near 55%, and this value can be escalated up to 70% and 

90% in case of hybrid power generation with gas turbines and combined/power 

generation systems, respectively [12]. Solid oxide fuel cells acquired an appreciable scale 

of feasibility for being widely used in various applications due to its fuel adaptability and 

higher efficiencies over polymer or carbonate electrolyte fuel cells. The solid electrolyte 

used for SOFCs is in general a ceramic material such as yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ). 

The dense solid oxide electrolyte is an ionic conductor, which is sandwiched between 

porous electrodes each of which  display mixed ionic-electronic conducting capabilities. 

 

2.2 Working Principle 

 

The porous cathode is fed with air while a gaseous fuel is supplied to the anode.  

The oxygen molecules from air adsorb onto the solid cathode, where the molecular 

oxygen undergoes a reduction process with the available electrons on the electrode 

surface.  This reduction process results in the formation of oxygen ions (O
2-

). These 

oxygen ions are then incorporated into the electrolyte phase and diffuse through the solid 

electrolyte to the electrolyte/anode interface.  At this location, the oxygen ions react with 

the fuel, which is typically hydrogen (H2), liberating water vapor and free electrons. The 

stream of these free electrons is passed through the load and back to the cathode where 

they reduce the oxygen molecules to oxygen ions [13]. The illustrative working principle 
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of a SOFC is shown below in Fig. 2.1 and the electrochemical reactions are listed below 

[18]. 

At the cathode: 

                          ½ O2 (g) + 2e
-
  O

2-
     2.1 

At the anode: 

                                    H2 (g) + O
2-

  H2O (g) + 2e
-
   2.2 

Overall Reaction: 

H2 (g) + ½ O2 (g)  H2O (g)    2.3 

 

 

Figure 2.1: A typical SOFC operation [14] 

 

The theoretical cell voltage under open circuit conditions (Er) in SOFCs can be 

determined using the Nernst equation [19]. 

 

   (
  

  
)      (

  

  
)    

(    )
 
  

(   )
 
   

   2.4 

 

The actual cell voltage under operating conditions is always less than the 

theoretical Nernst potential. As under operating conditions, SOFCs are subjected to the 

influence of three major polarization losses: ohmic polarization (Vohm), concentration 
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polarization (Vconc.) and activation polarization (Vact) [19]. The actual cell voltage (E (i)) 

is given by the following equation [24]. 

 

     ( )                                         2.5 

 

Ohms law indicates that the resistance offered by the material affects the electrical 

charge transfer through any conductor. The total ohmic resistance or polarization is 

attributed to the combined electron and ionic mobility within the electrodes and 

electrolyte materials [21]. 

 

The migration of the reactant and product gases through the electrodes is 

dependent on the diffusivity and microstructural properties of the electrode [22].  The 

physical resistance offered by electrodes for the gas molecule migration through them 

results in the concentration polarization [21]. 

 

The electrochemical reaction occurring in electrodes is a result of a series of 

multiple steps. The rate of the reaction is dependent on the slowest process of all the steps 

involved. The net current density is dependent on the reaction rate, which leads to voltage 

loss known as activation polarization or overpotential [21].  

 

The understanding of the reaction mechanism that contributes to the performance 

of a SOFC as a system is a very crucial step. The oxygen reduction mechanism (ORR) 

that takes place within the cathode is considered to be a difficult reaction to get activated, 

which explains its contribution to the activation polarization in a SOFC operation. Hence, 

development of an optimal cathode plays a vital role in the enhancement of SOFC 

performance. There are three different pathways that are generally considered through 

which the oxygen reduction takes place [54]. They are: 

 

a) Electrode surface path – oxygen diffusion followed by adsorption of oxygen 

molecules onto the electrode surface. The ionized oxygen atom/ion diffuses along 
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the surface of the electrode to the triple phase boundary where complete 

ionization takes place while the oxygen ions are transported into electrolyte.  

b) Bulk path - the diffused and adsorbed oxygen dissociates and ionizes which is 

followed by ions being incorporated into the cathode. The oxygen ion then travels 

through the cathode and enter the electrolyte. 

c) Electrolyte surface path – it is very similar to surface path except the travel of the 

ionized oxygen is directly transported to the electrolyte instead of traveling along 

the cathode surface or through the cathode. 

 

The oxygen reduction will be processed through one or combination of the above 

said pathways.  The oxygen reduction reaction can be represented using Kroger-Vink 

notation as shown below, which includes the multiple intermediate steps of surface 

diffusion, dissociation and charge transfer of oxygen [55]. 

 

O2 (g) +4e
-
 + 2Vo  2  

   2.6 

                 

               ½ O2  Oad    2.6.1 

                                     Oad + e
-
     

                      2.6.2 

         
       

     2.6.3 

     
  + e

-
 +   

      
    2.6.4 

 

The reaction mechanism is a complex phenomenon. There are many factors such 

as material properties, microstructure, partial pressure of oxygen, etc. that affects these 

steps and contribute to the polarization. Adler [56] in his review of factors governing the 

oxygen reduction process gave an insight on this area. This study concludes that a given 

microstructure usually forms a tradeoff between high surface area (that needs lower 

sintering temperature) and better electrode/electrolyte contact that requires (higher 

sintering temperature). Physical processes like oxygen adsorption, charge transfer and 

electrochemical kinetics at an interface usually limit a cathode’s reaction mechanism. 

Improvement in any of these areas will contribute to the enhancement in performance. 
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It is learned that the cathode microstructure with higher surface area of the active 

region by interconnected (tortuous) porosity and open pore structure, leads to better 

adsorption of diffused oxygen along with improved charge transfer.  Addressing this 

issue is the central focus of this work. 

 

2.3  Components of SOFC 

 

The basic components of SOFC are cathode, anode and electrolyte. Based on the 

component that supports the structure of the full cell, the SOFCs are briefly divided into 

anode, cathode and electrolyte-supported cells. An SOFC with the anode being the 

thickest component is termed as an anode-supported cell; similarly, cells with the bulk of 

the material composed of cathode or electrolyte materials lead to the cathode- and 

electrolyte-supported cell architectures, respectively. The electrolyte-supported cell is 

considered to offer less electrode concentration polarization, but high ohmic loss. The 

cathode- and anode-supported cells offer low ohmic loss, but depending upon the 

thickness of the electrodes, the concentration polarizations may be elevated [17].  

 

2.4 Triple Phase Boundary (TPB) 

 

The hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) at the anode and the oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR) at the cathode are both typically limited to their respective 

electrode/electrolyte interfaces, commonly known as the triple phase boundary (TPBs). 

The TPB is a point where the electron conductor, gas and ionic conductor coexist; this is 

the location where electrode, air/fuel and electrolyte meet.  Since the TPBs are the 

regions where the basic and vital catalytic oxidation and reduction reactions occur, the 

reaction kinetics at TPBs significantly affect the SOFC performance. A simplified 

illustration of the TPB cathode/electrolyte interface is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: A simplified schematic of a TPB in a SOFC electrode [15]. 

 

Efforts to infiltrate various nanomaterial versions of any catalyst that enhance the 

catalytic properties of the electrode, such as adsorption and electrochemical reaction, 

along with the multiplication of the pore spaces for gas have yielded appreciably 

improved reaction kinetics along with the SOFC performance [16]. 

 

2.5 Cathode in SOFCs 

2.5.1  Overview 

 

The SOFC is generally operated at higher temperatures (600-1000
o
C), which is 

one of the main issues related to this technology and is being widely addressed by many 

researchers. The most widely used cathode materials in SOFC applications are 

perovskite-structured, electronically conductive strontium-doped lanthanum manganite - 

LaSrMnO3 (LSM) and mixed-ionic and electronic conductive lanthanum cobaltite and 

ferrite – (LaxSr1-x)s( Co1-yFey) O3 (LSCF) materials [23]. The major electrochemical 

reaction that occurs at the cathode is the oxygen reduction to oxygen ions.  It is very 

evident that a cathode should possess high electronic and ionic conductivity, as well as, 

an optimum porous structure that supports oxygen gas diffusivity. The thermal, chemical 
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and physical compatibility with the electrolyte under the high operating temperatures is 

also a vital property for cathode [26]. Since the oxygen reduction process is confined to 

triple phase boundaries at the electrode/electrolyte interface, any defect such as 

delamination of cathode from electrolyte mitigates the active area for electrochemical 

reaction. This means that a decrease in the oxygen reduction kinetics will significantly 

limit the performance of the overall SOFC system. Hence, the cathodes which are mixed 

ionic and electronic conductive (MIEC), such as LSCF, have a theoretically higher 

effective TPB area due to the dual conduction behavior.  This dual nature allows oxygen 

reduction to happen through the cathode structure unlike only electronic conductive 

cathodes such as LSM [24].  MIECs also provide an advantage of allowing bulk diffusion 

path within the solid cathode instead of limiting all ionic conduction to the surface.  This 

is found to be a significantly limiting feature of purely electronic conductive materials 

such as LSM.  The bulk diffusion within the cathode crystal structure involves oxygen 

ionization at the cathode surface with further incorporation and diffusion through the 

cathode solid material.  The oxygen ion must enter the electrolyte at some point within 

the cathode structure, but MIEC allows for parallel surface and bulk diffusion paths for 

this process.  The effectiveness of the bulk diffusion path is highly dependent on the ratio 

of surface diffusion coefficient to bulk diffusion coefficient. The mechanism is also 

dependent upon the ratio of available surface area (or grain boundary area) to bulk 

volume, where low particle sizes will lead to a high level of surfaces per volume, thus 

surface diffusion and high levels of hydrogen adsorption would be enhanced within the 

system [27]. 

 

2.5.2 Perovskite Structure 

 

The perovskite structure is generally represented as ABO3, where A and B in this 

formula are cations whereas O is the anion. In general, A-cations are considered to be 

smaller with lower valence that are 12-fold coordination site, while B-cations are larger 

with higher valence and are 6-fold coordinated with oxygen anions. The typical structure 

of ideal cubic perovskite structure is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Typical cubic perovskite structure [28]. 

 

The ideal cubic structure is less common while distortions in the perovskite 

structure affect their conductive properties. The distortion can be quantified using the 

Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t) which can be calculated with following formulae [29]. 

 

  
(     )

√ (     )
   2.7 

 

The ideal cubic perovskite has the tolerance factor equal to unity where 

displacements of cations and change in structure symmetry by 6-fold coordination site 

corner tilting cause the tolerance factor to decrease [30]. The oxygen ion vacancies can 

be introduced by the doping of lower valence materials in the A-site and by reducing the 

B-site valence which causes a considerable rise in ionic conductivity of the perovskite 

[31]. 
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2.5.3 Lanthanum Manganite based cathodes  

 

The lanthanum manganite (LaMnO3) is generally doped with strontium (Sr), 

which improves electrical conductivity of the LSM by enhancing electron hole 

concentration by oxidizing Mn [24].  Zheng et al. [32] reported a strong dependency of 

Sr content and A/B ratio of the perovskite on LSM performance. The A/B cation ratio 

greater than unity results in the formation of the La2O3 minor phase which has tendency 

to react with YSZ electrolyte forming undesirable lanthanum zirconate, which is 

considered to be detrimental to the cathode performance. An A/B cation ratio less than 

unity leads to the formation of Mn3O4 that enhances the cathode performance; because of 

this, A-site deficient LSM pervoskites are more opted in SOFC applications. When the Sr 

molar content is greater than or equal to x=0.3 (30 mol%), the LSM composition forms a 

high temperature tetragonal phase which has low electronic conductivity.   Mizusaki et 

al. [33] reported that the electronic conductivity increases with the Sr dopant 

concentration in LSM (La1-XSrXMnO3, 0 x 0.7) and the maximum conductivity has 

been reported to be ~394 S/cm at 1000
o
C for x=0.5.  Yang et al. [34] investigated the 

LSM-YSZ composite cathode and reported that the conductivity of the composite is 

predominantly dependent on concentration of LSM phases. The total conduction in 10 

and 20 vol% LSM-YSZ composites are due to hole and oxygen vacancies, whereas after 

20 vol% (percolation limit) it is completely dominated by LSM phase. 

 

2.5.4  Lanthanum based Ferro Cobaltite (LSCF) cathodes  

 

LSCF perovskite cathode is a mixed-ionic and electronic conductor (MIEC), 

unlike LSM which is limited to only electronic conduction.  LSCF being a MIEC offers 

better catalytic activity and diffusion capabilities over LSM.   The oxygen diffusion 

coefficient of LSCF is observed to be 1 x 10
-7

 cm
2
/s, which much higher than that of 

LSM (8 x 10
-14

 cm
2
/s at 800

o
C) [35].  The La0.8Sr0.2Co1-yFeyO3 exhibits a rhombohedral 

phase for Fe concentrations from y=0 to 0.7, whereas from y=0.8 to 1 it is orthorhombic 

at room temperatures [36]. S. Wang et al. [57] confirmed La1-xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3 exhibiting 

a phase transition from rhombohedral to cubic symmetry between 673K (400
o
C) and 773 
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(500
o
C).    Tai et al. [37] reported that Sr content (x) more than 0.6 for La1-

xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3 displays secondary phases while rhombohedral being the main phase, 

which says x 0.6 is not preferable in the LSCF composition.  A ceria (CeO2)-based layer 

is commonly used as a barrier layer between YSZ and LSCF to prevent electrode-

electrolyte reaction.  At the usual sintering temperatures of the LSCF (1100-1200
o
C), Sr 

has a preference to react with the YSZ electrolyte by diffusing through barrier layer 

forming undesirable strontium zirconate components [38]. Lower sintering temperatures 

might be a solution, but this affects the microstructure and electrolyte adhesion.  Tietz et 

al. [39] reported that A-site deficient LSCF (La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8 O3-δ) has a higher 

shrinkage at 1060
o
C than stoichiometric LSCF (La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8 O3-δ), which indicates 

that a similar microstructure can be obtained by A-site deficient LSCF at lower sintering 

temperatures by decreasing Sr diffusion issues. This is also supported by Mai et al.’s [40] 

electrochemical measurements, which displayed that A-site deficient LSCF performed 

better than stoichiometric LSCF irrespective of sintering temperatures. Petric et al. [41] 

reported the maximum electronic conductivity of 330 S/cm at around 600
o
C for the La1-

xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8 with x=0.4. Q. Xu et al. [42] investigated the structural and conductivity 

properties of Ln0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8 O3-δ (Ln= La, Pr, Nd, Sm) by replacing the A-site with 

smaller lanthanide cations in decreasing order of radii (La, Pr, Nd, Sm).   It was shown in 

this work that the electrical conductivity decreased by replacing La
3+

 with smaller radii 

cations, due to a change of the rhombohedral structure to orthorhombic symmetry, and a 

decrease in the pseudo-cubic lattice constant. Hence, La is better among the available 

lanthanide cations for cathode material in SOFC applications. Bouwmeester et al. [43] 

studied the transport coefficients such as surface exchange and diffusion coefficients of 

oxygen for La0.6Sr0.4Co1-yFey O3-δ (y =0.2, 0.5 and 0.8) using electrochemcial relaxation 

(ECR) technique measured between 600-800
o
C in oxygen partial pressure between 10

-4
 

to 1 bar. This work displayed a decrease in both surface exchange and diffusion 

coefficients of oxygen with decrease in oxygen partial pressure below 10
-2

 from which it 

is derived that better kinetics can be observed in LSCF at atmospheric pressure. 
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2.6 Porous Ceramics  

 

Materials with a defined and customized porous structure are important in a variety of 

industrial and research applications. Hence, effective and efficient processes for 

engineering these porous structures are vital for attaining certain properties for 

corresponding applications. Porous ceramics have extensive applications because of their 

broad and attractive electronic, magnetic, and optical properties, as well as their low 

density and resistance to wear and corrosion. A straightforward method to form 

homogenous porosity is though sintering ceramic powder at lower temperatures than the 

corresponding material’s actual sintering temperature.  This method leads to partial 

sintering which induces the homogeneous porosity [44]. The pore morphology in a 

porous ceramic also plays a vital role in applications, so to induce porosity with a 

controlled pore size distribution and microstructure, which is of special importance in 

many applications.  Studart et al..reviewed some major processing routes to porous 

ceramics that are explained as follows, and a schematic illustration is shown in Fig 2.4. 

a) Replica – In this process the suspension of the desired ceramic is infiltrated into a 

replica of the required porous structure. The replica here can be either natural or 

synthetic porous structure that serves as a positive template which will be burned 

out later leaving the sintered ceramic with desire porous structure of replica. Pores 

of 10-300 microns with 25 to 95% porous structures can be obtained. This process 

also incurs excessive cost and time as multiple steps are involved in conversion of 

replicas into porous ceramics. 

b) Sacrificial Template – This is a negative replica technique where a pore former 

component or sacrificial material is mixed with ceramic precursor solutions or a 

ceramic composite. This pore former is removed later, leaving the ceramic 

precursor with pores as a negative morphology of pore former. The ceramic 

precursor should possess enough consolidation without collapsing when the pore 

formers are being extracted. Porous ceramics with pore sizes from 1-700 microns 

with 20-90% porosity are generated. Extraction of sacrificial template involves 

pyrolysis or sublimation which is carried out at very slower rates to avoid 

cracking of ceramic structure. 
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c) Direct Foaming Method: In this method, a gas is incorporated into the ceramic 

suspension, which will foam the suspension. This gas can be inserted into the 

solution externally, or a reaction could be initiated within the solution to 

internally evolve the gas phase.  The gas may be trapped within the structure after 

the solution/suspension gels, and the gas is later released during thermal 

processing when a continuous porous path is presented through the green 

structure.  Also, the gas may be released and escape the structure during gelation 

of the solution/suspension, but the void space is retained due to the increased 

viscosity of the solution/suspension due to polymerization or interparticle 

networking.  The pore structure and porosity is completely dependent upon the 

gas incorporated and the mobility within the ceramic solution/suspension. Due to 

travel of the gas and nucleation of gas bubbles inside the suspension, a highly 

interconnected porosity and wide pore size distribution can be obtained. The size 

of the pores is predominantly dependent on the wet foam stability. In the wet 

foam, Ostwald ripening of the gas bubbles can alter the size distribution of the 

porosity, where several smaller gas bubbles may combine to form one large 

bubble. The Ostwald ripening and coalescence processes can be controlled with 

the application of surfactants. This method has an advantage of being simple, fast, 

and cheap compared to others. Ceramics with 40-97% porosity with wide pore 

size distribution with interconnected porosity can be obtained. 
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of different techniques for porous ceramics [45]. 

 

 

2.7 Typical porous structure processing – SOFC cathodes   

 

It is learned that the cathode microstructure with higher active surface area with 

interconnected (tortuous) porosity and open pore structure along with the better 

interfacial contact leads to better adsorption of diffused oxygen along with improved 

charge transfer.  

 

The porous microstructure of electrodes plays a vital role in mass transport of gas 

and electrochemical reaction kinetics. The tortuosity, pore size distribution etc. defines 

the pore architecture that contributes to the performance affecting features such as 
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availability of TPB length and active surface area of electrode.  Hence, processing a 

porous electrode through a controlled method is very important. The focus of largely 

implemented processing routes for porous electrodes is to be easy, consume low 

processing time and be cost-effective, while producing a structure with 30-50% porosity 

level. Large pores can resolve gas diffusion limitations, while at the same time, this may 

reduce the mechanical strength of the electrode. Large number of fine pores will 

contribute an increase in active surface area, as well as better strengthen the electrode 

while it limits the mass diffusion of the gas. Hence, a well-balanced porous structure is of 

great interest, and will be throughly addressed in this work. 

 

The widely used pore forming technique in SOFC electrodes is using organic pore 

formers to add porosity. The generally used pore formers are rice starches. The addition 

of porosity through pore formers is largely dependent on particle sizes of the sacrificial 

material. It is not just porosity but the shape and orientation of the pores that are very 

important in determining the electrode performance. Irregularly shaped, interconnected 

and randomly distributed pores are better suited for enhanced performance of the cathode 

[58]. 

 

The graded porosity across the electrode structure helps to increase interfacial 

contact (smaller pores) and gas diffusion (larger pores), but the formation of this structure 

through traditional methods (use of pore formers) is a laborious process requiring 

multilayer depositions of the cathode. Each layer has to be printed with separate slurries 

mixed with pore formers of different particle sizes and co-fired [59, 60]. Colombo [61] in 

his review of conventional and novel processing routes for cellular ceramics reported that 

use of higher pore generating agents to attain more porosity leads to collapse in cell 

structure due to large amount of gas evolution during sintering. Also it is reported that 

slow drying and an optimized pyrolysis process needs to be obtained to avoid cracks in 

the cell structure due to expansion of pore formers (which generally requires more 

processing time). The central focus of this work is to use in situ foaming method as an 

easy and quick tool to produce porous cathodes with interconnected, wide pore size 

distribution and graded porosity in one direction. 
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2.8 In-Situ foaming in SOFCs   

 

The adaptability of in situ foaming for ceramic powders were earlier reported by 

Powell and Evans [46] in their study which yielded a decrease in voids and an increase in 

relative density of the ceramic foams formed through polyurethane and ceramic 

suspensions. Wucherer et al..’s [47] work on BaTiO3 foams through direct foaming 

method explicitly explained that the microstructure of the foam could be directly 

controlled through a various set of processing parameters. It is reported in their study that 

lower ceramic loading (20-40 vol%) will yield better electrical properties due to 

interconnected cell window with higher porosity (high electron movement), but weaker 

mechanical properties.  The highly porous foams were brittle in nature whereas the higher 

loaded samples showed an expected higher mechanical strength. 

Fig. 2.5 explains the basic polymeric foaming reaction. The standard 

polymerization reaction is where a di-isocyanate (polymer precursor) along with a 

hydroxyl group (polyol) yields its respective polymer but the same in presence of water 

(foaming reagent) generates CO2 gas. This process can be broken into steps for clear 

understanding as follows: 

 

Step 1- Blowing Reaction: Water molecule reacts with the isocyanate carbon and 

nitrogen forming carbon-di-oxide and amine group. 

 

Step 2- Gelation Reaction: The polyol reacts with isocyanate forming urea 

linkage, helping formation of the crosslinking polymer (rigid foam structure). 
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Figure 2.5:Basic polymerization reaction in direct foaming [47]. 

 

The in situ foaming process has extensive applications with regards of its simple 

and quick process, which excludes the slow pyrolysis process. The foamed alumina 

structures through in situ foaming were used as ceramic insulators in thermal 

management devices used in SOFC applications due their low thermal conductivity at 

room temperature and 800
o
C [48].  The use of direct foaming process in the field of solid 

oxide fuel cells was reported by Rainer et al. [49], where NiO-YSZ substrates were 

foamed to obtain open cell structure with interconnected porosity for potential anode 

supports. The demonstration on SOFCs electrolytes has not been reported yet though. 

The application of in situ foaming for thin film cathodes (or electrodes) is one area which 

has not shown any previous work and has a great potential for being widely used in 

electrolyte-supported cells.  

 

2.9 Nano-catalyst impregnation    

 

The typical technique used other than changing the composition to enhance the 

performance of the cathode is the addition of nano-catalyst.  The nano-catalyst added to 

the cathode structure, increases the active region for oxygen reduction by settling over the 

grain structure across the cathode. This limits the dependency of the active area only at 

the TPBs. The use of the mixed ionic-electronic conductors and porous cathode 

architecture will address this issue to an extent, but these nano-catalysts will further 

enhance the electrocatalytic activity. The wet impregnation/infiltration method is a 

typical technique used to add nano catalysts to electrodes.  Jiang et al. [50] published that 

the LSM cathode impregnated with gadolinium-doped ceria (GDC) displayed 
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polarization resistance of 0.21 -cm
2 

(700
o
C), which is much lower than the pure LSM 

cathode (70 -cm
2
 indicating the effectiveness of the nano catalyst impregnation. The 

study by Yamahara et al. [51] also reported a higher power density of 270 mW/cm
2
 under 

humidified hydrogen for the SOFC with cobalt impregnated co-fired LSM/SYSZ cathode 

support which is nearly two times that of the non–impregnated sample.  

The cathode backbone for the infiltration can be ionic or electronic, or a mixed-

conducting material.  Although the impregnation of the nano-catalyst into a mixed-

conducting cathode backbone has been shown to yield less polarization resistance, the 

stability is of these structures at high-temperature is still a major concern. Ionic 

conducting backbone reportedly has fewer limitations over the other two and has better 

stability over a long run of 500 h [52]. The wet impregnation method, apart from being an 

alternative method to enhance the cathode (electrode) performance, but suffers with 

stability limitations at higher temperature operation [53]. The wet impregnation method 

involves infiltrating the electrode with electro-catalyst precursor solution, which was later 

added carefully through micropipette or micro-syringe to the electrode. Lack of the open 

pore structure in traditionally processed electrodes do not allow for the homogeneous 

infiltration of catalyst.  Typical nanomaterial segregation has been identified, where the 

nanomaterials agglomerate the outer surface instead of diffusing through the thickness to 

electrode. The interconnected pores yield higher surface area for the electro-catalyst 

disperses homogeneously improving active surface area for oxygen adsorption and 

reduction. 
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Chapter 3:  IN-SITU FOAMING AND EFFECT OF PROCESSING PARAMETERS 

ON MICROSTRUCTURE  

 

3.1 Objective   

 

The objective of this work is to investigate the effect of in situ foaming processing 

parameters of LSCF powder on the resultant microstructure.  The work in this chapter 

focused upon bulk foaming of free-form cathode material. The goal is to derive the 

correlation between the changes in porous microstructure of the cathode with in situ 

foaming through qualitative analysis of back-scattered scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) images of the foamed cathode.  Later work will investigate engineered cathode 

microstructures on functional solid oxide fuel cells. The quantitative analysis of pore size, 

shape, area and distribution was carried out on the microstructures utilizing 

computational image analysis program (ImageJ by NIH).  

 

3.2 Experimental  

 

3.2.1 LSCF cathode powder synthesis 

 

The cathode material used in this work was (La0.6Sr0.4)0.98(Co0.2 Fe0.8) O3-δ  

(LSCF), a perovskite structured (ABO3) mixed ionic and electronic conductor with a 2% 

A-site deficiency. This LSCF powder was synthesized through solid-state process. In this 

process, initially the raw materials of La2O3, SrCO3, Fe2O3 and CoCO3 are mixed 

thoroughly in ethanol utilizing zirconia media on a roll mill for 2 h, and then attrition-

milled for 4h.  The slurry is dried and sieved through the 250 mesh. The sieved powder is 

calcined at experimentally determined temperature for 4 h, and then re-attrition milled for 

2h for finer and uniform grain sized cathode powder. The ethanol is dried from this 

milled slurry then sieved through 250 mesh again. 
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To evaluate the phase evolution during calcination, the X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

was performed on the calcined powder.  The phase development was initially evaluated at 

three different temperatures (900
o
C, 1000

o
C and 1100

o
C), and these XRD patterns are 

shown in Fig 3.1. The desired single phase was displayed at 1000
o
C, hence the bulk 

calcination of the powder used in this work was calcined at 1000
o
C. The surface area of 

the LSCF powder calcined at different calcination temperatures were analyzed through 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) technique. This is a surface area analysis technique 

through physiosorption (physical adsorption) of the liquid nitrogen gas. The surface areas 

of the LSCF calcined at 900
o
C, 1000

o
C and 1100

o
C were 3.7289 m

2
/g, 2.6829 m

2
/g and 

1.5788 m
2
/g. 

 

 
Figure 3.1: XRD pattern of LSCF powder at different calcination temperatures. 
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3.2.2 Conductivity Tests  

 

Two LSCF powder was synthesized with 2% A-site deficient 

[(La0.6Sr0.4)0.98(Co0.2Fe0.8)O3-δ].  In the process of determining sintering temperature to 

fabricate the dense pellets, a sintering study was performed on these samples. The 

pressed pellets were sintered at different temperatures and then densities were calculated 

through the Archimedes method. The results of which are shown in Fig. 3.2 where % 

theoretical density (6.448 g/cc) was graphed with sintering temperatures.  The highest 

theoretical density of 98.3% was observed in this work at 1450
o
C. 

 

Figure 3.2: Sintering study of the 2% A-site deficient samples. 

 

The conductivity values were attained on cuboidal shaped pellets sintered at 

1450
o
C (from sintering study) through four-point DC conductivity measurement. The 
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resistance (R) of the sample of known dimensions at different temperatures was recorded. 

Later the electrical conductivity of these samples was determined using the following 

equations: 

            ( )   
   

 
  3.1 

             ( )   
 

 
 3.2 

The Fig 3.3 exhibits the electronic conductivity versus temperature data for the 

two compositions.  At 800
o
C the 2% A-site deficient one displayed an electrical 

conductivity of 250.44 S/cm. The result is very well in agreement with the Tai et al.’s 

[73] data of LSCF6428 without A-site deficiency. The A-site non stoichiometry has no 

significant influence on electronic conductivity but improve the ionic conductivity and 

oxygen catalytic properties for reduction [74]. Hence, A-site deficient cathode serves as 

better cathode for electrochemical performance which is confirmed by Templeton et al. 

[75] by reporting 10% higher cell power densities in their study of the effect of A-site 

non-stoichiometry on the LSCF cathodes. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Electronic conductivity versus isothermal temperature data for A-

site deficient cathodes. 
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3.2.3 In-situ foaming process  

 

The direct foaming method is an adaptable process that yields microstructures 

with a broad distribution of pore size and tortuosity. In situ foaming (direct foaming) 

method occurs through the evolution of gas bubbles within the ceramic suspension 

through a chemical reaction. The porosity retained within the ceramic after sintering, 

leaves voids where gas bubbles were evolved. The porosity in this process is highly 

dependent on gas composition, gas bubble coalesce and gas migration through the 

solution/suspension.  Here, the foaming process is a result of a polyurethane 

polymerization reaction that leads to foam the ceramic suspension by yielding carbon 

dioxide gas. The basic polyurethane polymerization reaction needs an isocyanate to react 

with a hydroxyl (polyol). In this work, the foaming suspension contains both cathode 

particles dispersed in ink vehicle (Johnson Matthey 62/3 medium) and a polymer 

precursor solution. Later, the foaming suspension is exposed to a reagent for a 

polymerization reaction to occur.  The exposure of the polymer precursor mixture to the 

reagent (water) produces carbon dioxide (CO2) gas as byproduct of the reaction. The 

carbon dioxide produced during the polymerization reaction leads to the foaming of the 

cathode. The direct foaming process of a cathode printing ink leads to low density and 

high surface area microstructure, which are considered to be desirable features to 

improve performance of SOFC cathodes.  

 

In this work, a polyurethane (PU) precursor consisting of polymethylene 

polyphenyl isocyanate and polyol (PEG 200) with polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate 

(Tween 80) as a Si-free surfactant was used for the polymerization reaction [62]. The 

foamed structure through in situ foaming is destabilized due to Ostwald ripening and 

coalescence; in order to stabilize the structure, the Tween 80 surfactant is required [63]. 

The polymer precursors are mixed in a predetermined volumetric ratio. This PU 

precursor mixture is then mixed with the cathode material in an appropriate volume ratio 

pertaining to desired solids loading.  
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The CO2 gas evolved during polymerization reaction is dispersed and trapped 

through the solution/suspension.  Internal pressure may result from accumulating trapped 

gas which results in the reorganization of the micron-size cathode powder within the 

suspension. Reorganization of the cathode microstructure requires a highly viscous 

suspension to encapsulate the evolving gas during polymerization. A solution composed 

of terpineol and ethyl cellulose (viscosity around 10,000 cP at room temperature) has 

been used as viscous particulate carrier. Ethyl cellulose increases the suspension’s 

viscosity and also acts as binder to increase the green strength of the final 

polymer/ceramic composite. Foamed sample is then burned out at a rate of 1C/min to 

600C, which burns off all the organics associated with cathode suspension and foaming 

process. The burned out structure is then sintered at a rate of 3C/min to the determined 

sintering temperature and held for 2 h to produce the desired porous architecture. 

 

 

3.2.4 Computational Image Analysis –Image J  

 

Sample preparation for back-scattered SEM imaging: The application of the 

image analysis technique by taking back-scattered SEM images at different locations of a 

2D polished surface and averaging the microstructural characteristics to derive data was 

reported by Lanzini et al. [64]. The sintered cathode structures were mounted in a low 

viscosity epoxy set (Allied Hitech Products, Inc) mixture with a weight ratio of 100:12 

(epoxy resin: hardener) for the cross section imaging. The low viscosity epoxy was used, 

so that it completely impregnates the pores of the cathode microstructure, which helps in 

clearly differentiating the pore and solid during the analysis. Air bubbles from this slurry 

were removed by vacuum, and the sample is later cured at room temperature for 8 h. The 

epoxy mounts were then polished down to 1200 grit along with a 1 µm diamond paste 

polishing. This helps in yielding a two-dimensional planarized view of the foamed 

cathode’s porous architecture through SEM imaging. The SEM images were obtained 

using JEOL 7600 (West Virginia) scanning electron microscope with back-scattered 

imaging technique. Back-scattered imaging allows for easier differentiation between 
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pores and solids. Every sample was imaged at 3 different locations under 3 different 

magnifications (500, 1000 and 2000).  Every data point represented for any pore 

character is an average of 9 data points (images) per sample.  The SEM back scattered 

image clearly distinguishes the pore and solid with dark and brighter spots within the 

image, respectively. 

 

ImageJ is computational image analysis software offered by the National Institute 

of Health (NIH), which is an open-ware package that allows customized java plug-ins to 

be drafted according to individual requirements. Line-intercept method can be used for 

quantitative analysis of microstructure through image analysis which yields information 

related grain/pore size and volume fractions [65, 66]. Impoco [67] has reported a 

software plug in for ImageJ to analyze the SEM images of intricate and interconnected 

porous microstructures of cheese which is more relevant to the microstructures of foamed 

cathode that are obtained through in-situ foaming. This method has been adopted and 

modified to analyze foamed cathode microstructures in this work.  

 

SEM images acquired were processed and analyzed using ImageJ. The edges of 

the pore boundaries were smoothened while contrast levels were adjusted; later images 

were binarized using ImageJ program as shown in Fig 3.4. The change in contrast and 

brightness along with binarizing the image helps clearly distinguish between different 

phases in the micrograph and defining clear grain boundaries [65, 68]. The porous 

structure characterization was performed using the computational statistics obtained 

through ImageJ, which yields mean pore area, form factors, porosity, pore aspect ratio, 

pore maximum and minimum diameter. Deriving a unique shape factor that defines pore 

character of each sample was crucial in this process. The unique shape factor allows for a 

quick and easy method to determine the microstructural characteristics of the porous 

microstructure, especially for the given foamed microstructures that display such a wide 

pore size distribution and highly interconnected porosity. The circularity factor of pores 

was considered to be the shape factor that defined pore character and distribution with 

microstructure. This factor was significant because it yielded clear characteristics about 

the shape, formation and packing of pores. This factor is defined as ratio of mean 
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perimeter of the pore to mean Ferret’s diameter, which was obtained using Image J 

analysis as shown in Fig 3.5 (i.e. pore circle when this factor is equal to ). As the factor 

approaches the value of  , the pore shape is more circular.  The farther the value of the 

factor is from  the closer the pore is to an elongated or interconnected channel. The 

analysis allows deriving correlation between processing parameters of in situ foaming 

and porous microstructure (pore formation behavior). 

 

 

Figure 3.4: (Left) Back scattered SEM image of a low viscous epoxy infiltrated 

foamed LSCF sample which is binarized (right) for phase differentiation 

computational image analysis. 
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Figure 3.5: Method for deriving circularity factor from image analysis. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion  

 

3.3.1 Ceramic Suspension and its Constituents 

 

The first step in in situ foaming the cathode is to determine the favorable 

constituents for the ceramic suspension with the desired properties. Rheological study of 

the LSCF powder at different volume ratios was performed to understand and determine 

the viscosity behavior of the ceramic suspension.   The initial set of experiments was 

performed to study the viscous behavior of the powder in different solvents with no 

polymer precursors. A mixture of ethyl cellulose and terpineol is a standard ink vehicle 

that is used to prepare inks for screen-printing in SOFC applications. Hence, the ink 

vehicle was considered for suspending the LSCF powder for this study. LSCF was mixed 

thoroughly (by sonication) with ink vehicle at different volume ratios of LSCF to ink 

vehicle such as 1:5 (45-55 wt%), 1:4 (50-50 wt%) and 2:5 (62.5-37.5 wt%). Fig 3.6 

displays the rheology data of the above-mentioned three compositions, where viscosity is 

mapped against the shear rate. It shows that all the compositions exhibits shear thinning 

behavior (decrease in viscosity with the increase in shear rate) of the ceramic suspension. 
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This means it behaves as viscoelastic fluid which starts flow after a certain stress 

threshold is crossed and is considered to be most suited for screen-printing the cathode 

ink, because of the lower de-agglomeration process [69]. It is learned from this study (Fig 

3.6) that a volume ratio of 2:5 for LSCF to ink vehicle has viscosity in the region of 

8,000–10,000 cP at and around shear rate of 10 s
-1

, which is similar to that of 

commercially available LSCF inks with solids loading of 62-72 wt% and viscosity range 

of 15,000-40,000 cP at a shear rate of 10 s
-1 

[70].  The much higher viscosities were 

observed at all shear rates for higher solids loading composition (2:5) than others in this 

study. This high viscosity levels at lower shear rates (near O s
-1

) helps in encapsulating 

the evolved CO2 gas resisting the buoyancy effect, which allows bubbles to escape during 

the in situ foaming process to retain the foamed structure from collapsing due to the 

escape of gas.   

Further experiments were performed to investigate the effect of adding polymer 

precursors on rheology while same volume ratio solid to solvent is maintained constant. 

This set of experiments were performed with different solvents such as terpineol and 

ethanol along with ink vehicle and also with polymer precursors – polmethylene 

polyphenyl isocyanate, PEG 200 and surfactant (stoichiometric vol. ratio of 8:4:1) for in-

situ foaming. This study was performed to investigate the effect of solvents and the 

polymer precursors on the rheology of the ceramic suspension. Fig 3.7 shows the 

viscosity behavior against the shear rate for different solvents. It indicates that although 

the entire solvents displayed shear thinning behavior, the ceramic suspension with 

ethanol displayed a very low viscosity of 400-500 cP at a shear rate of 10s
-1

, which is 

lower than the typical level for screen-printing. Both the ceramic suspensions with ink 

vehicle and terpineol have higher viscosities at lower shear rates while terpineol exhibited 

a very high viscosity of 25,300 cP at 2 s
-1

 when compared to ink vehicle (11,900 cP at 2 

s
-1

). 

The above study indicates that a volume ratio of 2:5 (LSCF:solvent) with both ink 

vehicle and terpineol displayed higher viscosities at shear rates of 1.5-2.0 s
-1

, which helps 

to have enough surface tension balancing the bubble pressure and buoyancy effect to 

encapsulate evolved CO2 during in situ foaming. The porous microstructure was 

characterized with these solvents to investigate their effect with 70-30 (vol%) of LSCF-
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polymer precursor mix and a 8:4:1 polymer precursor composition sintered at 1150
o
C/2 

h. From Table 3.1, it is evident that sample foamed with vehicle as the solvent has a 

higher mean pore area of 15.93 m
2 

than one with terpineol 10.91 m
2 

under similar 

porosity (58-60%). The distribution of the pore area with a change in solvent (Fig 3.8) 

clearly shows that broader pore size distribution was obtained using the vehicle carrier, 

whereas the use of the terpineol carrier solution resulted in a higher pore concentration 

with lower average pore area.  A higher mean pore area aids in increase of TPBs and 

surface area for oxygen to reduce in cathode. Hence, for the rest of experiments in this 

work, vehicle was used as the solvent.  

Isocyanates are used as the monomers to produce polymers and are a vital 

component in polyurethane foaming reaction. The isocyanate monomers generally used 

in polyurethane foaming reaction are 4,4'-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI), toluene 

diisocyanate (TDI), hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), and isophorone diisocyanate 

(IPDI). These isocyanates can be further grouped into aromatic (TDI, MDI) and aliphatic 

(IDPI) isocyanates. The effect of using aromatic and aliphatic isocyanates as polymer 

precursor on the microstructure was examined by bulk foaming of the cathode with 

vehicle as solvent while varying the isocyanate and rest of the parameters were 

maintained constant as in previous experiment. The results from image analysis were 

shown in Fig 3.9 where pore size distribution mapped with both the isocyanates. It 

indicates the broader pore size distribution was generated with polymethylene 

polyphenylisocyanate (aromatic), whereas with the isophorone diisocyante monomer 

(aliphatic), a higher concentration of pores was observed with a lower mean pore area. 

Polymethylene polyphenylisocyanate (aromatic) displayed a mean pore area of 15.93 

m
2
, which is twice the value when compared to that of Isophorone diisocyante 

(aliphatic), 6.21 m
2 

obtained using with the same porosity level (54-58%). The 

microstructure generated from the aromatic isocyanate has pores with a mean circularity 

factor of 6.90, which is 40% more tortuous than those generated by aliphatic as show in 

Table 3.1. The reason for sample with aliphatic isocyanate lacking ability to generate 

broad pore size distribution and large pore areas can be explained as the aliphatic 

monomers are slower in reaction rate with polyol when compared to other [76]. The 

reaction rate of water (foaming reagent) with isocyanate to generate CO2 gas during 
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foaming is faster than that of isocyanate with polyol forming cross linking polymers. 

Hence, slower reaction rate of the isocyanate to polyol yields in a delay of crosslinking 

urea which weakens the foam structure by lacking enough strength in the cell windows to 

balance the bubble pressure. This leads to collapse of pore structure by the lack of rigid 

foam [77]. Hence, the polymethylene polyphenylisocyanate was continued as polymer 

precursor in the further investigations of this work.  

 

Figure 3.6: Viscosity Measurements LSCF with ink vehicle with different volume 

ratios of solid to solvent. 
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Figure 3.7: Viscosity measurements of LSCF + polymer precursors’ mixture 

(8:4:1)    with different solvents at constant 2:5 vol ratio of solids to solvent, terpineol 

and ink sintered at 1150
O
C. 
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Table 3.1: Effect of solvents and polymer precursor on the microstructure of 

bulk foamed cathode with 70% solids loading away from the YSZ substrate, sintered at 

1150
o
C. 

Porosity  

(%) 

Mean-Ferret’s 

Diameter 

 (μm) 

Mean-

Perimeter  

(μm) 

Mean-

Circularity 

Factor 

Mean-Pore 

Area 

(μm
2
) 

Solvent 

58.53 2.55 17.79 6.90 15.93 Vehicle 

60.95 2.43 16.16 6.61 10.51 Terpineol 

     Polymer 

Precursor 

58.53 2.55 17.79 6.90 15.93 Polymethylene 

polyphenyl 

isocyanate 

54.38 2.73 13.55 4.90 6.21 Isophorone 

Diisocyanate 
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Figure 3.8: Pore count versus pore area of sample foamed with 70% solids 

loading with change inn solvents sintered at 1150
o
C. 

 

Figure 3.9: Pore count versus pore area of sample foamed with 70% solids 

loading with change in isocyantaes sintered at 1150
o
C. (A- polymethylene 

polyphenylisocyanate; B- Isophorone diisocyanate) 
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3.3.2 Effect of sintering temperature 

 

 

The experiments in this section were designed to understand the effect of sintering 

temperature on the foamed microstructure. The LSCF cathode was foamed with two 

different solids loading 50 and 70% and at constant stoichiochiometric polymer precursor 

composition (isocyanate: polyol: surfactant-8:4:1) for both loadings. These samples at 

each solids loading were later sintered at 4 different temperatures (1050, 1150, 1250 and 

1350
o
C) for 2h. The image analysis study as shown in Fig. 3.10 indicates porosity, 

circularity factor and mean pore area plotted against sintering temperature. It shows that 

at both the solids loading (50% and 70%) a significant fall in porosity and mean pore area 

was observed at 1250
o
C and 1350

o
C when compared to those of at 1050

o
C and 1150

o
C. 

The large fall in circularity factor to values close to π (3.14) indicates the collapse of 

interconnected porosity leaving discrete circular pores. The sintering is considered to be 

consolidation of the loose particles with decrease in surface area and porosity due small 

particle agglomeration and structure shrinkage leading to densification increasing the 

density of the sample by heating [78]. It is evident from results that the densification of 

the foamed cathode through grain growth was intensified resulting in collapsing of pore 

architecture at and above 1250
o
C, which is undesirable. Later through tape tests where a 

scotch tape will be peeled against the electrode to check its adhesion to electrolyte, it is 

learned that cathodes foamed over electrolyte had better adhesion at 1150
o
C than 1050

o
C. 

Hence 1150
o
C is considered to be a suitable sintering temperature and was continued for 

the rest of the work. The back scattered SEM image of bulk foamed cathode with 70% 

solids loading and 8:4:1 polymer precursor’s composition away from the YSZ substrate, 

sintered at 1350
o
C (top) and 1050

o
C (bottom) are shown in Fig 3.11, where densification 

cathode can be clearly seen at 1350
o
C. 
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Figure 3.10: Effect of sintering temperature on microstructure of bulk foamed 

cathode with 70% and 50% solids loading at 8:4:1 polymer precursor’s composition 

away from the YSZ substrate. 
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Figure 3.11: Back scattered SEM image of bulk foamed cathode with 70% 

solids loading and 8:4:1 polymer precursor’s composition away from the YSZ 

substrate, sintered at 1350
o
C  and 1050

o
C . 

 

  

1350
o
C

0 

1050
o
C

0 
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3.3.3 Effect of Solids Loading 

 

Experiments in this section were designated to understand the effect of solids 

loading on microstructure of in situ foamed cathode. A set of experiments with different 

solids loading of cathode such as 30, 50, 55, 60, 65 and 70 vol% in ceramic-polymer 

precursor suspension while retaining the stoichiometric precursor composition of 

volumetric ratio-8:4:1 (precursor: PEG 200: surfactant) as constant for all solids loadings. 

As shown in Fig.3.12, the pores were more elongated or interconnected channels with 

circularity factor farther from π (3.14) at higher solids loading though there was no 

significant change observed between 60% and 70% solids loading. Pores being 

interconnected and elongated channels in a cathode are desirable features for SOFC 

applications as it aids gas diffusion through it. A decrease in porosity is observed with an 

increase in solids loading, which is a natural phenomenon; hence they behaved, as they 

should. There is almost a 10% decrease in porosity observed from 50 vol% to 70 vol% 

solids loading with 58% porosity at 70 vol% solids loading. The low porosity (63%) at 

30% solids loading can be explained as the lower solids loading has loosely packed solid 

material and which accounts for not balancing the bubble pressure and buoyancy effect. 

This leads to the coalescence of higher amount of bubbles and due to the higher bubble 

pressure that overcomes the surface tension leading to escape of CO2 gas evolved leaving 

pores to collapse before setting. There was an appreciable rise of the mean pore area 

observed with increase in solids loading, with the highest mean pore area around 16 µm
2
 

observed at 70 vol% solids loading. This phenomena of increasing trend of mean pore 

area with solids loading is related to the low buoyancy effect in densely packed material 

yielding heterogeneous bubble nucleation and bubble coalescence at locally concentrated 

pores instead of homogeneously dispersed throughout the fine porosity. This is again a 

desirable feature in cathode structure for SOFC applications, by increasing the mean pore 

area the overall surface area for gas-solid interaction increases.  Due to the mixed-

conduction capabilities of LSCF, this increased solid-gas area provides a larger total area 

for the oxygen reduction reaction, thus potentially increasing the kinetics for oxygen 

incorporation into the electrolyte phase.  
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The distribution of pore area was wider at 70 vol% solids loading when compared to 

others.  The trend of the pore size distribution with solids loading is shown in Fig 3.14. 

Hence, the 70 vol% solids loading is considered to be an optimum solids loading and 

higher solids loading yields better mechanical strength. The back scattered SEM images 

of bulk foamed cathode with 8:4:1 polymer precursor’s composition at 30 vol% and 70 

vol% solids loading sintered at 1150
o
C are shown in Fig 3.13. 
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Figure 3.12: Effect of solids loading on microstructure of bulk foamed cathode 

with 8:4:1 polymer precursor’s composition - away from the YSZ substrate, sintered at 

1150
o
C. 
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Figure 3.13:Back scattered SEM image of bulk foamed cathode with 8:4:1 

polymer precursor’s composition at 30 vol% and 70 vol% solids loading, sintered at 

1150
o
C. 
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Figure 3.14: Pore area distribution (pore count versus pore area) as a function 

of solids loading for LSCF samples foamed with 8:4:1 composition and sintered at 

1150C. 

 

3.3.4 Effect of polymer precursor composition 

 

This study focused on varying polymer precursor compositions in the ceramic-

polymer suspension while retaining the solids loading constant at 70 vol%. The following 

precursor compositions were evaluated at the isocyanate: polyol: surfactant volume ratios 

of 12:2:1, 8:6:2, 9:4:1, 8:4:1 and 8:4:2. The stoichiometric ratio of isocyante to hydroxyl 

group to initiate the polymerization reaction during polyurethane foaming is 2:1; the 

changes in microstructure were investigated by moving away from stoichiometric ratio to 

account for diffusional and mixedness variations within the solution. In the bulk foamed 

samples (as shown in Fig 3.15), there was no significant change in porosity observed with 

changes in precursor, which was just within a 5% (porosity) window. The trend was 

expected since the samples were foamed at constant solids loading. Interestingly, the 

pores formed with the stoichiometric polymer precursor composition of 8:4:1 (precursor: 

PEG 200: surfactant) exhibited more interconnected porosity as the circularity factor was 

found to be ~50% farther from  than the other compositions tested. Also, the higher 
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mean pore area was observed at the same composition compared to others tested for 

similar porosity levels. Nearly three times higher mean pore area was attained with 

stoichiometric composition compared to non-stoichiometric compositions 12:2:1, 8:6:2 

and 9:4:1. The other stoichiometric composition (8:4:2) with higher surfactant 

concentration yielded pores with circularity factor (~4) much closer to π which means 

that the pores were more circular and less interconnected.  Also, these samples 

demonstrate a 50% reduction in the mean pore area over those foamed with the 8:4:1. In 

general, the surfactant decreases the surface tension, stabilizes the foam by strengthening 

cell windows and prevents coalescence or drainage effect while helping in nucleation of 

bubbles [71]. An increase in the surfactant concentration will increase in the hydraulic 

resistance in cell windows which results in over stabilization and shrinkage of the foam 

[72]. The gas bubble propagating pressure cannot counter against cell windows due 

higher surface tension yielding small and less tortuous (more circular) pores, this 

explanation supports the results from this work. The distribution of pore area was wider 

at 70 vol% solids loading with the 8:4:1 stoichiometric polymer precursor concentration 

when compared to others. Back-scattered SEM image of bulk foamed cathode with 8:4:1, 

8:4:2 and 12:2:1 polymer precursor composition at 70 vol% solids loading, sintered at 

1150
o
C is shown Fig 3.16.The trend of the pore size distribution with solids loading is 

shown in Fig 3.17. Hence, the 8:4:1 ratio is considered the optimal polymer precursor 

composition for the production of the tortuous and higher mean pore area pores.  There 

appears to be very little kinetic restrictions on the reaction which would benefit from the 

higher polyol additions.  The 8:4:2 and 9:4:1 ratios are also examined in further work for 

electrochemical testing for a strong statistical conclusion. 
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Figure 3.15: Effect of polymer precursor’s composition on microstructure of 

bulk foamed cathode with 70% solids loading away from the YSZ substrate, sintered at 

1150
o
C. 
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Figure 3.16: Back scattered SEM image of bulk foamed cathode with 8:4:1, 

8:4:2 and 12:2:1 polymer precursor’s composition at 70 vol% solids loading, sintered 

at 1150
o
C. 
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Figure 3.17:Pore area distribution (pore count versus pore area) as a function 

of precursor composition for LSCF samples foamed with 70% solids loading and 

sintered at 1150C. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

The use of the direct foaming process, which is relatively unconventional pore 

forming strategy in the SOFC applications, was investigated on the cathode (LSCF). The 

governing forces of the bubble nucleation and growth were controlled through the change 

in the materials and composition of the processing parameters to obtain improved cathode 

microstructure. The quantitative analysis of the microstructural properties with change in 

the processing parameters was completed through 2D image analysis to derive the 

correlation between them. This study indicated that the foamed cathode processed with 

the ink vehicle as solvent at a 2:5 (solids: solvent) volume ratio, using an aromatic 

isocyanate as polymer precursor and 70 vol% solids loading.  A foamed cathode using a 

near stoichiometric foaming precursor composition (8:4:1) that was sintered at 1150
o
C 

yielded an improved microstructural properties. The improved microstructural properties 

of the cathode with the open-pore architecture and interconnected porosity with the 

enhanced active surface area was obtained by governing the reaction mechanism of 

bubble nucleation and growth.  
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Chapter 4: IN SITU FOAMING OF CATHODE OVER ELECTROLYTE AND 

ELECTROCHEMICAL TESTING  

 

4.1 Objective  

 

The objective of this part of work is to investigate the transfer of the in situ 

foaming process demonstrated in Chapter 3 to a process for depositing thick film LSCF 

cathodes over the YSZ substrate required for SOFC operation. The primary focus is to 

verify whether the microstructure of the foamed cathode over the YSZ electrolyte is 

displaying a similar microstructure development as that of the bulk foaming with the 

change in precursor composition.  The developmental work is aligned with the 

establishment of a process for foaming thick film cathodes over the substrate and 

investigating the electrochemical performance compared to that of traditional LSCF 

cathodes.  This work used symmetrical cathode cells and full solid oxide fuel (button) 

cells to characterize the processing-microstructure-performance relationship.  The 

electrochemical testing was performed to investigate the effectiveness of the foamed 

microstructure over the baseline (unfoamed) microstructure. 

4.2 Experimental  

 

4.2.1 Cathode symmetrical cells fabrication 

 

Baseline: The electrolytes for electrolyte-supported symmetrical half-cell testing 

were fabricated by tape casting and lamination of 8 mol% Y2O3-ZrO2 (YSZ).  The 

laminate was cut into 1 cm diameter button cell configuration and sintered at 1450
0
C for 

2 h. The thickness of the electrolytes was approximately 110 µm. Gadolinium-doped 

ceria (GDC) was screen-printed on both sides of the YSZ substrate as a barrier layer 

between electrolyte (YSZ) and the electrodes to prevent undesired electrolyte–electrode 

reactions at elevated temperatures. The use of GDC impedes the undesired reaction 
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between electrode and electrolyte, which is detrimental to performance of electrode. The 

effect of GDC barrier layer has been studied and reported by Yun et al. [79] that LSCF 

cathode with GDC barrier layer displayed lower polarization resistance of 0.45 Ωcm
2
 

compared to 0.71 Ωcm
2
 of sample without GDC [79]. The GDC was sintered at 1400

o
C 

and held for 2 h to produce a final thickness of ~5 m. The cathode was later screen-

printed on both sides of electrolyte membrane with a ~15 µm thick LSCF-GDC (50-50 

vol %) active layer and ~40 µm thick LSCF current collector. The cathode is then 

sintered at 1150
o
C and held for 2 h.  

 

 Foamed Cathode: Transforming the direct foaming approach into a practical 

application for SOFC applications was a crucial step. It was a challenge to foam a thin 

layer of cathode over an electrolyte. The fabrication of the electrolyte, GDC barrier layer 

and anode (NiO/GDC) were completed as described above in the baseline section. For 

cathode foaming, an appropriate volume ratio of cathode material, polyurethane (PU) 

precursor mixture and ink vehicle (ethyl cellulose in terpineol – Johnson Matthey 63/2 

medium) (solvent) was mixed to form a cathode ink. This cathode ink was prepared in an 

inert atmosphere in order to prevent the polymerization reaction to occur due the ambient 

moisture while mixing. The active layer of the cathode LSCF-GDC (50-50 vol%) was 

screen-printed on both sides. The ink was then stenciled (at a thickness of 60-65 microns) 

as a thin film cathode over an electrolyte substrate in inert atmosphere with 0% relative 

humidity. The sample was then exposed to an aerosol mist of water sprayed over the 

immediate ambience on top of the cells to raise the humidity levels to 55-65% of relative 

humidity, which led to foaming of thin film of cathode over a substrate (YSZ-

electrolyte). The cell was then dried in oven at 75
o
C/0.5h and fired in a furnace using 

firing schedule described above. Fig. 4.1 shows an illustrative description of a foamed 

cathode symmetrical cell used for EIS in this work. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of an electrolyte supported cathode symmetrical 

cell. 

 

4.2.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy  

 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed on these 

electrolyte supported cathode symmetrical cells using a Solartron SI-1287 

electrochemical interface and an SI-1260 impedance analyzer. The EIS is conducted at 

750
o
C and 800

o
C under different loading conditions such as OCV, 100 mA and 300 mA. 

The analysis and curve fitting of the data was then carried out using Z-View software. 

Bouwmeester et al. [80] studied the transport coefficients such as surface exchange and 

diffusion coefficients of oxygen for La0.6Sr0.4Co1-yFey O3-δ (y =0.2, 0.5 and 0.8) using 

conductivity relaxation technique measured between 600-800
o
C in oxygen partial 

pressure between 10
-4

 to 1 bar. This work displayed decrease in both surface exchange 

and diffusion coefficients of oxygen with decrease in oxygen partial pressure below 10
-2

, 

from which it is derived that better kinetics can be observed in LSCF at atmospheric 

pressure. In this work, EIS is performed under supply of ambient air at standard 

atmospheric pressure of oxygen. 

4.2.3 Fuel Cell Testing  

 

The fuel cell testing was performed within a button cell fuel cell test stand. The 

cell is mounted on an alumina fixture with a pair of 99 mm platinum strips (100 mesh 

woven) as current collectors and leads were drawn out using 0.016” diameter platinum 
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wire and attached on both cathode and anode using inks of LSCF and NiO metal as 

contact pastes, respectively. The cell was then heated to 600
o
C at 1

o
C/min. under 60 sccm 

of argon gas within the anode chamber for the reduction of anode and ambient air in the 

cathode chamber. Later, the cell is heated to 800
o
C at 2

o
C/min. under 30 sccm of each 

argon and moist hydrogen on anode while cathode remains under ambient air. After the 

cell reaches 800
o
C, the cell was loaded under 100 sccm of moist H2 on the NiO/GDC 

anode. The current-voltage (I-V) and power density curves were obtained during the fuel 

cell testing. Fig 4.2 illustrates the typical button cell configuration used for testing 

through this work. 

 

Figure 4.2: Configuration of electrolyte supported full SOFC. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Effect of polymer precursors composition on foamed cathode over the YSZ 

electrolyte 

 

The results from the preceding chapter described work that was completed by 

foaming within a cup and not on a substrate (i.e. bulk). In this work, utilizing the same 

process was described, but completing this reaction on a substrate, where the free-foam 

structure must bond to the substrate after thermal processing (and retain the 

microstructure previously described). 

 

 The following section discusses whether the precursor compositions and 

processing parameters used for bulk foaming process produces similar microstructures 

when deposited/foamed as a thin film over a substrate. Hence, the same foaming 

conditions were evaluated to investigate the processing-microstructure relationship when 

deposited on the electrolyte-supported cathode structure. The effect of polymer precursor 

composition on the foamed cathode with 70% solids loading over the YSZ substrate, 

sintered at 1150
o
C is shown in Figure 4.3. The results from the cathode foamed over 

substrate followed a similar trend to previous results seen for cathode foamed in bulk, but 

at different (smaller) scale due to foaming is done on thin films of 60-70 microns 

thickness. The pores have higher porosity (around 46%) for all foamed samples than 

baseline (32%) and pores with foamed cathode have higher circularity factor compared to 

baseline. The mean pore area (11.5µm
2
) of the cathode foamed with 8:4:1 (standard 

composition) around 22% higher than those of other compositions 9:4:1, 8:4:2 and 

baseline (9.5, 9.7 and 8 µm
2
). 

 

The mean pore area of foamed compositions was mapped against the region 

across the cathode thickness in Fig 4 (a). This shows a gradient in mean pore area across 

the thickness of the cathode. It appears that the pores at the top of the cathode (the region 

farther from substrate) have higher mean pore area than those nearer to the substrate 

under similar porosity levels. The reason for which can be explained as the possibility of 

the coalesced bubbles travel upwards due to buoyancy effect and higher bubble pressure 
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leaving fine and discrete pores behind at bottom. Fig 4(b) clearly displays that circularity 

factor and porosity remained under similar levels at both near and farther from 

electrolyte. This is a desirable feature in SOFC applications as the similar porosity level 

here implies that there are bigger pores in the cathode at a location away from the 

electrolyte; this supports better gas diffusion where it is vital and higher number of 

smaller pores closer to the electrolyte enhancing the triple phase boundary as well 

ensuring the better adhesion to the substrate. Large pores close to the electrolyte also may 

not be optimal for structural considerations, since this large collection of void space may 

lead to low bonding strength at the interface.  In the end, this may than lead to a 

delamination of the cathode layer due to weak adhesion. Back-scattered SEM micrograph 

displaying a LSCF cathode film deposited and in situ foamed on YSZ substrate at a 70% 

solids loading and 8:4:1 polymer precursor’s composition (sintered at 1150
o
C) is shown 

in Fig 4.5. 
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Figure 4.3: Effect of polymer precursor’s composition on foamed cathode with 

70% solids loading over the YSZ substrate, sintered at 1150
o
C. 
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Figure 4.4: Across the thickness of the cathode (nearer and farther from 

electrolyte), effect of polymer precursor’s composition on foamed cathode with 70% 

solids loading over the YSZ substrate, sintered at 1150
o
C. 
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Figure 4.5: Back-scattered SEM micrograph of LSCF cathode film deposited 

and in-situ foamed on YSZ substrate at a 70% solids loading and 8:4:1 polymer 

precursor’s composition (sintered at 1150
o
C) shown at lower and higher 

magnifiacations. 
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4.3.2 Electrochemical Testing  

 

Electrolyte-supported cathode symmetrical cells with three different precursor 

compositions 9:4:1, 8:4:1 and 8:4:2 (precursor: PEG 200: surfactant) volume ratios along 

with baseline (un-foamed) cathode, were tested through electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS).  

Based on image analysis of the cross-sectional SEM micrographs, it was learned 

that the sample with 8:4:1 (precursor: PEG 200: surfactant) ratio displayed a higher mean 

pore area with higher concentration of interconnected porosity.   This type of 

microstructure is desirable for potentially enhanced oxygen reduction kinetics; therefore, 

this sample should display a lower level of electrode polarization.   This cathode 

microstructure was expected to have a larger concentration of TPBs with low resistance 

to gas diffusion. Fig. 4.6, with the foamed sample with 8:4:1 (precursor: PEG 200: 

surfactant) precursor composition, displayed ~40% and ~50% less polarization than 

baseline cell at 750
0
C and 800

0
C, respectively. The results were normalized by 

subtracting the ohmic resistance to account for different electrolyte thicknesses which is 

considered to be a major contributor to the ohmic resistance. The total polarization for the 

entire symmetrical cell displayed a combined electrode polarization of 0.16 Ω-cm
2
 (thus, 

a singular cathode polarization of 0.08Ω-cm
2
)
 
at 800

o
C. The polarization resistance of the 

baseline (0.36 Ω-cm
2
) was in agreement with 0.45 Ω-cm

2
 [81] and 0.4 Ω-cm

2 
[82], 

various symmetrical cell tests with LSCF cathode reported in literature at 800
o
C under 

OCV. Polarization of the foamed sample with 8:4:1 precursor composition was lower at 

all loadings and temperatures when compared to other compositions in this work. The 

other polymer precursor compositions for foamed cathode 9:4:1 and 8:4:2 (precursor: 

PEG 200: surfactant) displayed similar polarization to the baseline at 800
0
C as 0.4 Ω-

cm
2
, 0.38 Ω-cm

2
 and 0.3 Ω-cm

2
 at open circuit voltage, 100 mA and 300 mA 

respectively.  
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Figure 4.6: EIS spectrum of electrolyte-supported cathode symmetrical cells 

through EIS at 750
o
C and 800

o
C at OCV, 100 mA and 300 mA loadings. 

 

4.3.3 Fuel Cell Testing   

 

The structure of the SOFC cell fabricated with a foamed cathode is shown in Fig. 

4.2. The cathode was processed using the 8:4:1 precursor composition ratio. The foamed 

cathode SOFC and identical cell fabricated with standard cathode (baseline cell) were 

tested under moist hydrogen on anode and ambient air flow on cathode at 800
o
C. The 

performance of the SOFC with in situ foamed cathode showed a significant improvement 

over the baseline cell. The cell with foamed cathode displayed a maximum power density 
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of 514 mW/cm
2
, which is 43% higher than baseline cell (360 mW/cm

2
) as shown in 

Fig.4.7. 

 

 

Figure 4.7:   I-V and Power density curves of foamed and baseline cells at 

800
o
C with moist H2 as fuel. 

4.4 Conclusion: 

The application of the direct foaming method on the cathode thick films 

deposited on YSZ substrates was investigated to ensure its practical application in 

SOFC processing. The change in the polymer precursor compositions were examined 

on the substrate, and the resultant microstructures were shown to produce similar 

microstructures as those previous produced in the bulk foaming (previous chapter). 

The electrochemical performance of in situ foamed cathode was investigated through 

EIS and fuel cell testing which displayed 50% decrease in the polarization resistance 

and 43% increase in the peak power density when compared to the baseline 

composition. 
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Chapter 5:  EFFECT OF FOAMED CATHODE STRUCTURE ON NANO-CATALYST 

INFILTRATION  

 

5.1  Back ground and Objective 

 

The need for high operating temperatures (600
o
C-800

o
C) for reaction mechanisms 

is one of the most limiting parameter in SOFC commercialization. The technology for 

addition of catalytic functionality to enhance the reaction kinetics in electrodes of SOFCs 

has been highly investigated. The electro-catalytic nano-particles impregnation into 

sintered cathode is considered to be an advantageous approach in enhancing the electrode 

performance [83]. Uchida et al. [84] reported the performance enhancement in LSM 

cathodes through Pt nano-catalyst impregnation with achieving higher reaction rates of 

the oxygen reduction mechanism. The  addition of nano-particles of ion conducting SDC 

into commercial porous cathodes through impregnation process was shown by Li et al. 

[85] to yield the reduction in polarization by a factor of 6 to 13 at 700-1000
o
C, 

respectively.  The addition of noble metals such as Pt, Ag, amd Pd as catalysts to a 

baseline LSM cathode for the enhancement of the electrochemical performance were 

demonstrated by Haanapel et al. [86] on anode supported cells. An increase of 8% in 

maximum power density by Pt impregnated 2% A-site deficient LSCF cathode over un-

impregnated sample was reported by Huang et al. [87] at 800
o
C. The above review 

literature demonstrates that the effective impregnation of the electro-catalyst in SOFC 

cathodes can result in improve electrochemical performance.  

 

The objective of this work is to evaluate the processing efficiency and 

electrochemical performance of direct foamed cathode thick films which were 

impregnated with platinum (Pt) nano-catalyst. It is known from the previous study of this 

work that the foamed cathode possesses a porous microstructure with wide pore size 

distribution and interconnected porosity. Because of such microstructure, it retains an 

inherent strength of holding nano-catalyst well dispersed and uniformly covered over the 
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grain structure within the cathode, potentially over that of the baseline cathode 

microstructure.  The goal is to produce a uniformly coated cathode interior where the 

nano-catalyst is homogenously distributed from the peripheral region to inner region 

nearer to the substrate. As porosity is higher, the nano-catalyst infiltrated will form a 

uniform layer over the grain surface while retaining its porosity without appreciable drop 

of filling capabilities of all small pores throughout the microstructure. All of the above 

mentioned features are desirable for the enhanced performance of the electrode. 

5.2 Experimental   

5.2.1 Infiltration of Platinum nano catalyst 

 

The samples were made by depositing LSCF cathode film on an YSZ substrate 

with 70 vol% solids loading and 8:4:1 polymer precursor composition and screen-printed 

baseline cathode, sintered at 1150
o
C. A platinum precursor (H2Pt.Cl6.6H2O) was soluble 

in water at 0.1 molar concentrations, and this solution was used for the impregnation 

process. This solution was impregnated into the cathode with micro-pipette (10-100 µL, 

Eppendrof International). The calcination of the impregnated cathode was performed 

850
o
C for 1 h. The weight change of the impregnated structure was measured using a 

Voyager Pro sensitive balance at regular intervals until the catalyst reached 5wt% of 

cathode initial weight. The SEM imaging and EDS analysis of the half cells with the 

above-mentioned compositions were performed using JEOL 7600 SEM microscope. 

 

5.2.2 Fuel Cell testing 

 

The fuel cell testing was performed within a button cell fuel cell test stand. The 

cell is mounted on an alumina fixture with a pair of 99 mm platinum strips (100 mesh 

woven) and the current collectors and leads were drawn out using 0.016” platinum wire 

and attached on both the cathode and anode using inks of LSCF and Ni metal, 

respectively. The cell was then heated to 600
o
C at 1

o
C/min. under 60 sccm of argon gas 

within the anode chamber for the reduction of anode and ambient air in the cathode 

chamber. The cell was heated to 800
o
C at 2

o
C/min. with 60 sccm of a 50% Ar and 50% 
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moist hydrogen fuel mixture on anode while cathode remains under ambient air. After the 

cell reaches 800
o
C, the cell was loaded under 100 sccm of moist H2 on the anode. The 

current-voltage (I-V) and power density curves were obtained during the fuel cell testing. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Weight analysis 

 

The careful tracking of the amount of precursor solution added in every 

impregnation step was measured.  The final amount of precipitated catalyst was also 

measured after drying and calcination.  This study compares the amount of catalyst that 

could be impregnated in a foamed and baseline cathode per infiltration step. This 

investigation was completed on the baseline sample and also on two foamed cathodes of 

similar composition as explained in experimental section above. The amount of the 

catalyst added into the microstructure per infiltration step after calcination is shown in 

Fig 5.1 (a). The primary calcinations were performed after the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 infiltration steps 

at 450
o
C/1h, which resulted in the production of Pt/PtOx and some carbonaceous content.  

The rest of the calcination steps after further infiltration steps were completed at 

850
o
C/1h. The catalyst weight was normalized as weight per volume to account for 

differences in thickness between the foamed and baseline cathodes. The foamed cathode 

showed the ability to hold a higher catalyst amount after every step.  The figure shows 

that the microstructure displayed a 90% higher content at the final step.  The dip after the 

3
rd

 infiltration step is due to increase in calcination temperature which burns the 

remaining carbonaceous content. The amount of the precursor solution added per 

impregnation step is plotted in Fig. 5.1 (b) for the foamed and baseline samples. The 

results are well correlated with the above-discussed trend. These results explain that the 

interconnected and high porosity of foamed cathode helped in holding higher amounts of 

catalyst per infiltration step, which can reduce the infiltration steps and processing time. 
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Figure 5.1: a) Amount of catalyst in cathode per infiltration step (calcined at 

850
o
C/1h), b) The amount of precursor solution could be added per infiltration step (no 

calcination) 
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5.3.2 SEM and EDS analysis 

The cross-sectional SEM images of the fractured surface of a nano-catalyst (5 

wt%) impregnated LSCF cathode, which was foamed over an YSZ electrolyte is shown 

in Fig. 5.2. The images were taken across the thickness of the cathode from the LSCF 

cathode top surface (away from the electrolyte), middle and bottom (electrode-electrolyte 

interface) regions.  In addition to the SEM images, EDS spectra were taken from various 

locations in the same regions (Table 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) to confirm the Pt presence. This 

analysis displayed that a very low percentage of Pt was dispersed through the thickness of 

the baseline cathode, and instead concentrated at the surface of the film.  In contrast, the 

SEM and EDS data showed a strong presence of the Pt throughout the thickness of the 

foamed sample. Also, it was observed that agglomerations of the Pt formed in the 

baseline, while a fine dispersion of nano-particles were seen in the foamed sample. This 

agglomeration in the baseline sample may have been due to the lack of interconnected 

porosity and higher mean pore area.  The baseline samples contained a homogenous 

mixture of finer porosity, which should have led to uniform wicking of the solution 

throughout the microstructure due to capillary action.  Forced the solution’s nano-

particles to concentrate at heterogeneous locations instead of homogeneous dispersion 

and agglomerate after precipitation which is not contributing to increase in active surface 

area. 
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Figure 5.2: SEM images of fractures surface of the cross section of infiltrated 

foamed and baseline cathodes in a) top (away from electrolyte) b) middle and c) bottom 

(at electrode-electrolyte interface) 
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Table 5.1: Atom% of corresponding element (farther from eelctrolyte) 

 O Fe Co Sr La Pt 

1 65.76 10.95 5.16 6.80 9.31 2.02 
2 54.94 15.46 6.07 10.01 9.70 3.83 

3 65.91 14.56 3.02 5.95 7.08 3.48 

4 70.29 9.26 4.53 5.18 6.49 4.26 

 

Table 5.2: Atom% of corresponding element (midddle zone) 

 O Fe Co Sr La Pt 

1 56.52 17.04 5.25 7.16 12.61 1.41 
2 35.69 12.92 5.84 32.12 10.95 2.48 
3 46.26 2.44 3.44 27.26 11.24 9.36 

 

Table 5.3: Atom% of corresponding element (cathode/electrolyte interface zone) 

 O Fe Co Sr La Pt 

1 69.34 10.79 4.85 6.53 8.31 0.19 

2 67.95 12.35 4.17 6.03 8.80 0.70 

3 58.22 13.32 5.46 18.37 0.39 4.24 
4 54.33 21.73 4.47 11.27 6.08 2.12 

 

 

5.3.3 Fuel cell testing  

 

The current-voltage-power performance of SOFC button cells which possessed a 

LSCF cathode impregnated with Pt nano-catalyst was measured.  Identical SOFCs 

fabricated with the standard LSCF cathode (baseline cell) were tested under moist 

hydrogen on anode and ambient air flow on cathode at 800
o
C. The performance of the 

SOFC with in situ foamed cathode showed a significant improvement over the baseline 

cell. The cell with the impregnated foamed cathode displayed a maximum power density 

of 593 mW/cm
2
, which is 15.2% higher than un-infiltrated foamed cathode (514 
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mW/cm
2
).   The SOFC baseline cell with a Pt-impregnated LSCF cathode displayed a 

maximum power density of ~390 mW/cm
2
 at 800C.  This accounts for ~8.33% higher 

performance value over that of an un-impregnated baseline cell (~360 mW/cm
2
), as 

shown in Fig 5.3. The improvement in the foamed cathode due to electro-catalyst 

impregnation is 7% higher when compared to the improvement in baseline, which can be 

attributed to the homogeneous dispersion of fine catalyst particles. 

 

 

Figure 5.3:   I-V and power density curves of SOFC button cells with 

impregnated foamed and baseline LSCF cathodes measured at 800C with H2 fuel. 

5.4 Conclusion 

 

The dependency of the effectiveness of the electro-catalyst impregnation in SOFC 

cathode was investigated. The open pore structure with interconnected porosity has 

displayed the ability to allow homogeneous dispersion of the nano-particles which were 

impregnated across the cathode microstructure. This leads to fine dispersion of nano-

particles as a uni-layer over the pore surfaces increasing the effective active area for 

oxygen reduction which was confirmed by electrochemical testing. 
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Chapter 6:  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

6.1  Conclusion 

An in situ foaming process was investigated for producing porous LSCF cathode 

structures with controlled porosity.  The method was utilized to produce microstructures 

with a broad distribution of pore area with interconnected porosity and enhanced active 

surface area. The open pore structure with interconnected porosity increases the active 

surface area for the oxygen reduction mechanism in the cathode which enhances the 

electrochemical performance of the SOFC. The governing forces/factors for the bubble 

nucleation and growth such as surface tension, particle pressure against bubble and 

bubble expansion rate were carefully controlled through changes in compositions and 

materials of the processing parameters. The balance in the above-stated forces is needed 

to obtain the targeted microstructure of this work. Any imbalance in the surface tension 

or other factors that counter acts the bubble pressure leads to shrinkage or large 

coalescence of the nucleated bubbles (drainage due to buoyancy effect) that in-turn 

results the collapse of the foam before settling. Computational image analysis of back-

scattered SEM micrographs was used to determine the characteristics of the 

microstructure as a function of changes to key compositional and processing parameters. 

The corresponding processing parameters for the targeted microstructural properties of 

the work were derived through the quantitative analysis by Image J. The mean pore area 

is significantly higher and pores more elongated/interconnected (tortuous) for the sample 

with the stoichiometric composition - 8:4:1 (Precursor: PEG 200: Surfactant) at 70 vol% 

solids loading, when sintered at 1150
o
C; this result is in comparison to samples formed 

with alternate precursor compositions at similar solids loading.  

 

The microstructure obtained from this foaming method yielded higher active 

surface area for oxygen reduction.  In addition, the interconnected porosity assists in the 

diffusion of gas through the gradient porous structure across the thickness of the cathode, 

where the structure demonstrated more small pores at electrode-electrolyte interface and 

larger pores away from the electrolyte.  This structure ensures better adhesion (limits 
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delamination) to electrolyte while retaining the enhanced TPB. The foamed cathode has 

displayed a significant amount (43%) of increase in peak power densities and decrease in 

polarization resistance (40%) over baseline cathode when operated at 800
o
C. This 

structure also contributed in homogeneous dispersion of the nano-catalyst across the 

cathode covering the wide active surface area serving as the better backbone than 

baseline.  

 

6.2  Future Scope  

 

The work mainly focused on using an unconventional pore forming technique in 

the field of SOFCs which was not focused upon by previous researchers. This work 

conclusively defined the optimum processing parameters to in situ foam LSCF cathode 

bulk and thick film materials.  The foamed cathode microstructure demonstrated an 

enhancement in the oxygen reduction mechanism, and thus, displayed a lower level of 

cathode polarization resistance. While the work resulted in processing and cathode 

performance advancements, many difficulties in applying the in situ foaming process for 

the fuel cell fabrication were uncovered.  Some of these are as follows: 

1) The reproducibility for producing the desired structure was found to vary due to 

the process intricacies.  The foaming process needs customized conditions such as 

an inert atmosphere while the polymer precursor is mixed and the humidity of the 

environment must be carefully monitored during deposition.  Therefore, a method 

for mixing and depositing the layers within a controlled moisture atmosphere 

must be researched. 

2) The major limitation of the foamed cathode microstructure is its low mechanical 

strength, which limits the ability to incorporate the cathode film within 

compressed planar stacks.  

3) A better understanding of methods of controlling the bubble size and distribution 

would be helpful in further controlling and engineering architectures that would 

further increase all interested properties.  The effect of LSCF (cathode) particle 
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size on the control of the reaction kinetics in the in situ foaming for bubble 

nucleation and growth should be investigated.  

 

Although the qualitative microstructural factors were correlated between the 

microstructure and the electrochemical properties, the true origin of the performance 

enhancement is still under question.  The work only showed that by processing the 

materials in a certain way results in a specific microstructure, which then leads to a 

specific electrochemical performance.  Some correlations were drawn from these 

relations, but the mechanism aligned with these specific microstructure-properties 

relations were not proven out.   
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APPENDIX 

The source code of the java plug-in for ImageJ, developed by D.Gaetano Impoco, 

Italy for image analysis of cheese microstructure that is used in this work is as follows 

[88].  

 

Binarizing: 

This plugin enhances and thresholds 8-bit grey level images for particle 

measurements. 

Copyright (c) 2006 by Gaetano Impoco (impoco@dmi.unict.it) 

This plugin is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the 

terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as published by the Free Software 

Foundation. 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY 

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.   

 

import ij.*; 

import ij.plugin.*; 

import ij.gui.*; 

import ij.plugin.frame.*; 

import java.awt.event.*; 

import java.awt.*; 

public class BinariseSEM_ implements PlugIn 

{ 

  // Window listener to capture ThresholdAdjuster windowClosed event... 

  class WndListener extends WindowAdapter 

  { 

    public void windowClosed(WindowEvent e) 

    { 

      Window wnd = e.getWindow(); 

      if(wnd == thresholdWnd) 

mailto:impoco@dmi.unict.it
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        // ... and complete processing after manual thresholding 

        completeProcessing(); 

    } 

  } 

  // process variables 

  static int                radiusDia         = 2;                                  // radius of the 

Gaussian filter 

  static boolean            bandpassDia       = true;                               // bandpass: 

apply bandpass filter ? 

  static double             filterLargeDia    = 40.0;                               //           large 

diameter of the bandpass filter 

  static double             filterSmallDia    = 3.0;                                //           small 

diameter of the bandpass filter 

  static int                choiceIndex       = 0;                                  //           choice 

index (suppress stripes) -> None 

  static String[]           choices           = {"None","Horizontal","Vertical"};   //           

suppress stripes choice 

  static String             choiceDia         = choices[0];                         //           initial 

choice 

  static double             toleranceDia      = 5.0;                                //           tolerance 

  static boolean            doScalingDia      = true;                               //           do 

scaling ? 

  static boolean            saturateDia       = true;                               //           saturate ? 

  static boolean            displayFilterDia  = false;                              //           display 

the filter shape in another window ? 

  static boolean            fillInnerHolesDia = true;                               // fill matrix 

pixels inside pores ? 

  // reset threshold adjuster window 

  static ThresholdAdjuster  thresholdWnd      = null; 

    // parameters' dialog 

  public boolean showDialog() 
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  { 

    GenericDialog dlg = new GenericDialog("Parameters", IJ.getInstance()); 

//    dlg.addNumericField("Radius of the Gaussian filter", radiusDia, 0); 

    dlg.addCheckbox("Bandpass filter", bandpassDia); 

//    dlg.addNumericField("Filter_large structures down to x pixels", 

filterLargeDia, 1); 

//    dlg.addNumericField("Filter_small structures up to x pixels", filterSmallDia, 

1); 

//    dlg.addChoice("Suppress stripes in one direction", choices, choiceDia); 

//    dlg.addNumericField("Tolerance of direction (%)", toleranceDia, 1); 

//    dlg.addCheckbox("Autoscale after filtering", doScalingDia); 

//    dlg.addCheckbox("Saturate image when autoscaling", saturateDia); 

//    dlg.addCheckbox("Display filter", displayFilterDia); 

    dlg.addCheckbox("Fill inner holes", fillInnerHolesDia); 

    dlg.showDialog(); 

    if(dlg.wasCanceled()) 

      return false; 

    if(dlg.invalidNumber()) 

    { 

      IJ.showMessage("Error", "Invalid input Number"); 

      return false; 

    }   

//    radiusDia         = (int)dlg.getNextNumber(); 

    bandpassDia       = dlg.getNextBoolean(); 

//    filterLargeDia    = dlg.getNextNumber(); 

//    filterSmallDia    = dlg.getNextNumber();  

//    choiceIndex       = dlg.getNextChoiceIndex(); 

//    choiceDia         = choices[choiceIndex]; 

//    toleranceDia      = dlg.getNextNumber(); 

//    doScalingDia      = dlg.getNextBoolean(); 

//    saturateDia       = dlg.getNextBoolean(); 
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//    displayFilterDia  = dlg.getNextBoolean(); 

    fillInnerHolesDia = dlg.getNextBoolean(); 

    

    return true; 

  } 

  // main procedure 

  public void run(String arg) 

  { 

    // show parameter dialog 

    if(!showDialog()) 

      return; 

    // duplicate input image 

    IJ.run("Duplicate...", "title=Binarised_SEM_image"); 

        // remove noise 

    IJ.run("Despeckle"); 

    IJ.run("Gaussian Blur...", "radius="+radiusDia); 

        // bandpass filter  -  remove luminance gradient due to non-uniform 

illumination 

    if(bandpassDia) 

    { 

      String parameters = new String("filter_large="+filterLargeDia+" 

filter_small="+filterSmallDia+" suppress="+choiceDia+" tolerance="+toleranceDia); 

      if(doScalingDia)      parameters = parameters.concat(" autoscale"); 

      if(saturateDia)       parameters = parameters.concat(" saturate"); 

      if(displayFilterDia)  parameters = parameters.concat(" display"); 

      IJ.run("Bandpass Filter...", parameters); 

      if(displayFilterDia) 

        IJ.run("Put Behind [tab]"); 

    } 

        // morphological dilation of pores 

    IJ.run("Minimum...", "radius=1"); 
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        // setup thresholding mode and event listeners to (manually) threshold image 

    thresholdWnd = (ThresholdAdjuster) 

IJ.runPlugIn("ij.plugin.frame.ThresholdAdjuster", "mode=Over_Under\""); 

    WndListener wndEventListener = new WndListener(); 

    thresholdWnd.addWindowListener(wndEventListener); 

    Choice choice = (Choice) thresholdWnd.getComponent(5); 

    choice.select(2); 

    thresholdWnd.itemStateChanged(new ItemEvent(choice, 0x4000, choice, 1)); 

  } 

  // processing after manual thresholding 

  void completeProcessing() 

  { 

    // morphological erosion of pore borders 

    IJ.run("Minimum...", "radius=1"); 

        // fill inner matrix 

    if(fillInnerHolesDia) 

      IJ.run("Fill Holes"); 

  } 

} 

 

Compute Stats – for quantitative analysis 

This plugin computes number statistics and shape descriptors from a 8-bit binary 

image. 

This plugins needs a file called "ShapeDescriptors.class" to run  

Copyright (c) 2006 by Gaetano Impoco (impoco@dmi.unict.it) 

This plugin is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the 

terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as published by the Free Software 

Foundation.  

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT 

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.   
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import ij.*; 

import ij.process.*; 

import ij.gui.*; 

import java.awt.*; 

import ij.plugin.filter.*; 

import ij.text.*; 

import java.util.*; 

 

 

 

public class ComputeStats_ implements PlugInFilter 

{ 

  // set basic colours and various default values 

  static  int     PORE_PIXEL = 255; 

  static  short   PIXEL_BACKGROUND = 0; 

  static  double  PIXEL_SIZE = 100.0F;   // pixel size in microns, at to 

magnification  (divide by the magnbification factor to obtain the correct size) 

  static  double  MAGNIFICATION_DEFAULT = 1000.0; 

  static  int     paletteSize = 16; 

  static  byte    paletteR[] = {(byte)     0, (byte)     0, (byte)   204, (byte)     0, (byte)     

0, (byte)   102, (byte)   255, (byte)   255, (byte)   255, (byte)     0, (byte)   255, (byte)     0, 

(byte)   102, (byte)     0, (byte)   204, (byte)   255}; 

  static  byte    paletteG[] = {(byte)     0, (byte)     0, (byte)   255, (byte)   102, 

(byte)   255, (byte)     0, (byte)     0, (byte)     0, (byte)   102, (byte)   204, (byte)   204, 

(byte)   255, (byte)   255, (byte)   255, (byte)     0, (byte)     0}; 

  static  byte    paletteB[] = {(byte)     0, (byte)   255, (byte)     0, (byte)   255, 

(byte)     0, (byte)   255, (byte)   204, (byte)     0, (byte)     0, (byte)   255, (byte)     0, 

(byte)   204, (byte)     0, (byte)   102, (byte)   255, (byte)   102}; 

  // other global variables 

  DisplayList     displayList; 
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  // display list container  -  exposed to the user 

  private class DisplayList 

  { 

    boolean area, perimeter, maxDiameter, minDiameter, directionality, 

formFactor, roundness, aspectRatio; 

        DisplayList() 

    { 

      area            = true; 

      perimeter       = false; 

      minDiameter     = false; 

      maxDiameter     = false; 

      directionality  = true; 

      formFactor      = true; 

      roundness       = true; 

      aspectRatio     = true; 

    } 

  } 

  // 2D point  -  integer coordinates 

  public class Coord2D 

  { 

    public  int  x, y; 

    Coord2D(int x, int y) 

    { 

       this.x = x; 

       this.y = y; 

    } 

  } 

 

 

  // sample statistics container 

  private class SampleStats 
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  { 

    public  double     pixelWidth; 

    public  double     pixelHeight; 

    public  int        regionCount; 

    public  double     porosity; 

    public  double     magnificationFactor; 

    public  ShapeDescriptors.FeatureStats[]   featureStats; 

    public  ShapeDescriptors.FeatureStats     featureStatsMin, featureStatsMax; 

    SampleStats() 

    { 

      magnificationFactor = 1; 

      pixelWidth          = PIXEL_SIZE / magnificationFactor; 

      pixelHeight         = PIXEL_SIZE / magnificationFactor; 

    } 

    SampleStats(double magnificationFactor) 

    { 

      this.magnificationFactor = magnificationFactor; 

      pixelWidth               = PIXEL_SIZE / magnificationFactor; 

      pixelHeight              = PIXEL_SIZE / magnificationFactor; 

    } 

  } 

  // about dialog 

  void showAbout() 

  { 

    IJ.showMessage("About ComputeStats_ plugin", 

    "Gaetano Impoco\n"); 

  } 

  // plugin setup 

  public int setup(String arg, ImagePlus imp) 

  { 

    if (arg.equals("about")) 
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    { 

      showAbout(); 

      return DONE; 

    } 

    return DOES_8G; 

  } 

  // clear a short processor 

  void InitialiseImageProc(ImageProcessor ip) 

  { 

    Arrays.fill((short[]) ip.getPixels(), (short)0); 

  } 

  // return (and label) the connected region to whom the point (x,y) belongs 

  LinkedList  findRegion(ImageProcessor ip, ImageProcessor map, int x, int y, int 

regionLabel) 

  { 

    // find the connected region including the current pixel 

    LinkedList  region = new LinkedList(); 

    LinkedList  queue  = new LinkedList(); 

    queue.addLast(new Coord2D(x,y)); 

    int  width  = ip.getWidth(); 

    int  height = ip.getHeight(); 

    while(queue.size() > 0) 

    { 

      Coord2D pix = (Coord2D) queue.getFirst(); 

      queue.removeFirst(); 

      if(map.getPixel(pix.x, pix.y) == 0  &&  ip.getPixel(pix.x, pix.y) == 

PORE_PIXEL) 

      { 

        map.putPixel(pix.x, pix.y, regionLabel); 

        if(pix.x-1 >= 0) 

          queue.addLast(new Coord2D(pix.x-1,pix.y)); 
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        if(pix.x+1 < width) 

          queue.addLast(new Coord2D(pix.x+1,pix.y)); 

        if(pix.y-1 >= 0) 

          queue.addLast(new Coord2D(pix.x,pix.y-1)); 

        if(pix.y+1 < height) 

          queue.addLast(new Coord2D(pix.x,pix.y+1)); 

        region.addLast(new Coord2D(pix.x, pix.y)); 

      } 

    } 

    return region; 

  } 

  // find all connected regions in the input binary image and 

  // return a labelled version of the input image (map) 

  ShortProcessor  findConnectedRegions(ImageProcessor ip, LinkedList 

connectedRegions) 

  { 

    int  width = ip.getWidth(); 

    int  height = ip.getHeight(); 

    ShortProcessor map = new ShortProcessor(width, height); 

    InitialiseImageProc(map); 

    int  regionCount = 0; 

    for(int y=0; y < height; y++) 

      for(int x=0; x < width; x++) 

      { 

        if(ip.getPixel(x,y) == PORE_PIXEL) 

        { 

          // if map(x,y) is non-zero, the pixel has been added to a region yet 

          if(map.getPixel(x,y) == 0) 

            connectedRegions.addLast(findRegion(ip, map, x, y, ++regionCount)); 

        } 

      } 
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     return map; 

  } 

  // colourise the labelled connected regions of a label map 

  ColorProcessor ColourizePoreMap(ShortProcessor map) 

  { 

    short[]  indexMap = (short[])map.getPixels(); 

    byte[]  mapR = new byte[map.getWidth()*map.getHeight()]; 

    byte[]  mapG = new byte[map.getWidth()*map.getHeight()]; 

    byte[]  mapB = new byte[map.getWidth()*map.getHeight()]; 

    for(int i=0; i < map.getWidth()*map.getHeight(); i++) 

    { 

      if(indexMap[i] == PIXEL_BACKGROUND) 

      { 

        mapR[i] = (byte) PIXEL_BACKGROUND; 

        mapG[i] = (byte) PIXEL_BACKGROUND; 

        mapB[i] = (byte) PIXEL_BACKGROUND; 

      } 

      else 

      { 

        mapR[i] = (byte) (paletteR[indexMap[i]%paletteSize]); 

        mapG[i] = (byte) (paletteG[indexMap[i]%paletteSize]); 

        mapB[i] = (byte) (paletteB[indexMap[i]%paletteSize]); 

      } 

    } 

    ColorProcessor  mapRGB = new ColorProcessor(map.getWidth(), 

map.getHeight()); 

    mapRGB.setRGB(mapR, mapG, mapB); 

    return mapRGB; 

  } 

  // compute sample statistics 
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  boolean computeSampleStatistics(ImageProcessor ip, LinkedList 

connectedRegions, SampleStats stats) 

  { 

    stats.regionCount      = connectedRegions.size(); 

    double pixelArea       = stats.pixelHeight*stats.pixelWidth; 

    double pixelSize       = Math.max(stats.pixelHeight,stats.pixelWidth); 

    ShapeDescriptors shapeDescriptors  = new ShapeDescriptors(); 

    shapeDescriptors.setPixelDimensions(ip, pixelSize, pixelArea); 

    stats.featureStats     = new ShapeDescriptors.FeatureStats[stats.regionCount]; 

    stats.featureStatsMin  = shapeDescriptors.new FeatureStats(); 

    stats.featureStatsMax  = shapeDescriptors.new FeatureStats(); 

 

    stats.featureStatsMin.initAll((double)(ip.getWidth()*ip.getHeight())); 

    stats.featureStatsMax.initAll(0.0); 

    ListIterator ri=connectedRegions.listIterator(0); 

    for(int i=0; i < stats.regionCount; i++) 

    { 

      // compute feature statistics 

      LinkedList region = (LinkedList)ri.next(); 

      try  {   stats.featureStats[i] = shapeDescriptors.computeDescriptors(region);      

} 

      catch(ShapeDescriptors.DimensionsNotSetException e)    { MessageDialog 

mshDlg = new MessageDialog(IJ.getImage().getWindow(), "debug", e.getMessage());   

return false;}; 

      // porosity 

      double regionSize = (double)region.size(); 

      stats.porosity += regionSize; 

           // area 

      if(stats.featureStatsMin.area > stats.featureStats[i].area) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.area = stats.featureStats[i].area; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.area < stats.featureStats[i].area) 
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        stats.featureStatsMax.area = stats.featureStats[i].area; 

      // perimeter 

      if(stats.featureStatsMin.perimeter > stats.featureStats[i].perimeter) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.perimeter = stats.featureStats[i].perimeter; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.perimeter < stats.featureStats[i].perimeter) 

        stats.featureStatsMax.perimeter = stats.featureStats[i].perimeter; 

           // diameter 

      if(stats.featureStatsMin.minDiameter > stats.featureStats[i].minDiameter) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.minDiameter = stats.featureStats[i].minDiameter; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.minDiameter < stats.featureStats[i].minDiameter) 

        stats.featureStatsMax.minDiameter = stats.featureStats[i].minDiameter; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMin.maxDiameter > stats.featureStats[i].maxDiameter) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.maxDiameter = stats.featureStats[i].maxDiameter; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.maxDiameter < stats.featureStats[i].maxDiameter) 

        stats.featureStatsMax.maxDiameter = stats.featureStats[i].maxDiameter; 

      // directionality 

      if(stats.featureStatsMin.directionality > stats.featureStats[i].directionality) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.directionality = stats.featureStats[i].directionality; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.directionality < stats.featureStats[i].directionality) 

        stats.featureStatsMax.directionality = stats.featureStats[i].directionality; 

      // Form factor 

      if(stats.featureStatsMin.formFactor > stats.featureStats[i].formFactor) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.formFactor = stats.featureStats[i].formFactor; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.formFactor < stats.featureStats[i].formFactor) 

        stats.featureStatsMax.formFactor = stats.featureStats[i].formFactor; 

      // roundness 

      if(stats.featureStatsMin.roundness > stats.featureStats[i].roundness) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.roundness = stats.featureStats[i].roundness; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.roundness < stats.featureStats[i].roundness) 

        stats.featureStatsMax.roundness = stats.featureStats[i].roundness; 

      // aspect ratio 
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      if(stats.featureStatsMin.aspectRatio > stats.featureStats[i].aspectRatio) 

        stats.featureStatsMin.aspectRatio = stats.featureStats[i].aspectRatio; 

      if(stats.featureStatsMax.aspectRatio < stats.featureStats[i].aspectRatio) 

        stats.featureStatsMax.aspectRatio = stats.featureStats[i].aspectRatio; 

    } 

    stats.porosity /= (double)(ip.getWidth()*ip.getHeight()); 

       return true; 

  } 

  // display a histogram 

  void displayHistogram(double[] data, int dataLen, int nBins, double minVal, 

double maxVal, String title) 

  { 

    HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow(title, new 

ImagePlus(title, new FloatProcessor(dataLen, 1, data)), nBins, minVal, maxVal); 

  } 

  // compute the histogram of the input data 

  int[]  computeHistogram(double[] data, int dataLength, int nBins, double 

minVal, double maxVal) 

  { 

    int hist[] = new int[nBins+1]; 

    for(int i=0; i < dataLength; i++) 

    { 

      int bin = (int)((data[i] - minVal) / (maxVal - minVal) * (double)nBins); 

      hist[bin]++; 

    } 

      return hist; 

  } 

  // draw the rose plot of the input histogram 

  void drawRosePlot(String wndTitle, int[] histogram, int nBins, double minVal, 

double maxVal) 

  { 
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    // create a (white) blank image 

    int width  = 400; 

    int height = 300; 

    ByteProcessor  rosePlotImg = new ByteProcessor(width,height); 

    rosePlotImg.setBackgroundValue(255.0); 

    rosePlotImg.setValue(255.0);    //  WHITE 

    rosePlotImg.fill(); 

    // draw the plot 

    rosePlotImg.setColor(0); 

    int max = 0; 

    for(int i=0; i < nBins; i++) 

      if(max < histogram[i])        max = histogram[i]; 

    int Cx = width/2; 

    int Cy = height/2; 

    double factor = (double)Math.min(width,height) / 2.0 / (double)max; 

     

    Polygon roseBoundary = new Polygon(); 

    int lastX = (int) (Math.cos(minVal) * (double)histogram[0] * factor) + Cx; 

    int lastY = (int) (Math.sin(minVal) * (double)histogram[0] * factor) + Cy; 

    roseBoundary.addPoint(lastX, lastY); 

    for(int bin=1; bin < nBins; bin++) 

    { 

      double angle = ((double)bin / (double)nBins) * (maxVal - minVal) + minVal; 

      int    x     = (int) (Math.cos(angle) * (double)histogram[bin] * factor) + Cx; 

      int    y     = (int) (Math.sin(angle) * (double)histogram[bin] * factor) + Cy; 

      rosePlotImg.drawLine(lastX, lastY, x, y); 

      roseBoundary.addPoint(x, y); 

      lastX = x; 

      lastY = y; 

    } 
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    for(int bin=1; bin < nBins; bin++) 

    { 

      double angle = ((double)bin / (double)nBins) * (maxVal - minVal) + minVal 

+ Math.PI; 

      int    x     = (int) (Math.cos(angle) * (double)histogram[bin] * factor) + Cx; 

      int    y     = (int) (Math.sin(angle) * (double)histogram[bin] * factor) + Cy; 

      rosePlotImg.drawLine(lastX, lastY, x, y); 

      roseBoundary.addPoint(x, y); 

      lastX = x; 

      lastY = y; 

    } 

    // fill the inner of the rose 

    rosePlotImg.setColor(128); 

    rosePlotImg.fillPolygon(roseBoundary); 

    // draw axes 

    rosePlotImg.setColor(0); 

    rosePlotImg.drawLine(Cx, 0, Cx, height-1); 

    rosePlotImg.drawLine(0, Cy, width-1, Cy); 

    // display window 

    ImageWindow  imgWindow = new ImageWindow(new ImagePlus(wndTitle, 

rosePlotImg)); 

  } 

 

 

  // display the histograms and rose plots of the selected descriptors (i.e., those in 

the display list) 

  void displayHistograms(DisplayList dispList, ShapeDescriptors.FeatureStats[] 

featureStats, int nBins, ShapeDescriptors.FeatureStats featureStatsMin, 

ShapeDescriptors.FeatureStats featureStatsMax) 

  { 

    double data[] = new double[featureStats.length]; 
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    if(dispList.area) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 

        data[i] = featureStats[i].area; 

      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Area 

Distribution  (squared microns)", new ImagePlus("", new 

FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, data)), nBins, featureStatsMin.area, 

featureStatsMax.area); 

    } 

    if(dispList.perimeter) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 

        data[i] = featureStats[i].perimeter; 

      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Perimeter 

Distribution  (microns)", new ImagePlus("", new FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, 

data)), nBins, featureStatsMin.perimeter, featureStatsMax.perimeter); 

    } 

    if(dispList.minDiameter) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 

        data[i] = featureStats[i].minDiameter; 

      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Min Diameter 

Distribution  (microns)", new ImagePlus("", new FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, 

data)), nBins, featureStatsMin.minDiameter, featureStatsMax.minDiameter); 

    } 

    if(dispList.maxDiameter) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 

        data[i] = featureStats[i].maxDiameter; 
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      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Max Diameter 

Distribution  (microns)", new ImagePlus("", new FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, 

data)), nBins, featureStatsMin.maxDiameter, featureStatsMax.maxDiameter); 

    } 

    if(dispList.formFactor) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 

        data[i] = featureStats[i].formFactor; 

      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Form Factor 

Distribution", new ImagePlus("", new FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, data)), 

nBins, featureStatsMin.formFactor, featureStatsMax.formFactor); 

    } 

    if(dispList.roundness) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 

        data[i] = featureStats[i].roundness; 

      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Roundness 

Distribution", new ImagePlus("", new FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, data)), 

nBins, featureStatsMin.roundness, featureStatsMax.roundness); 

    } 

    if(dispList.aspectRatio) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 

        data[i] = featureStats[i].aspectRatio; 

      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Aspect Ratio 

Distribution", new ImagePlus("", new FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, data)), 

nBins, featureStatsMin.aspectRatio, featureStatsMax.aspectRatio); 

    } 

    if(dispList.directionality) 

    { 

      for(int i=0; i < featureStats.length; i++) 
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        data[i] = featureStats[i].directionality; 

      HistogramWindow histWin = new HistogramWindow("Pore Directionality 

Distribution", new ImagePlus("", new FloatProcessor(featureStats.length, 1, data)), 

nBins, featureStatsMin.directionality, featureStatsMax.directionality); 

//      drawRosePlot("Pore Directionality Distribution", computeHistogram(data, 

featureStats.length, nBins, featureStatsMin.directionality, featureStatsMax.directionality), 

nBins, featureStatsMin.directionality, featureStatsMax.directionality); 

      drawRosePlot("Pore Directionality Distribution", histWin.getHistogram(), 

nBins, featureStatsMin.directionality, featureStatsMax.directionality); 

    } 

  } 

  // show the display dialog 

  double showDialog() 

  { 

    double  magnificationFactor = MAGNIFICATION_DEFAULT; 

    GenericDialog gd  = new GenericDialog("SEM magnification"); 

    displayList  = new DisplayList(); 

    gd.addNumericField("Magnification factor: ", magnificationFactor, 0); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Area Distribution", displayList.area); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Perimeter Distribution", displayList.perimeter); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Min (Orthogonal) Diameter Distribution", 

displayList.minDiameter); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Max Diameter Distribution", 

displayList.maxDiameter); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Directionality Distribution", 

displayList.directionality); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Form Factor Distribution", displayList.formFactor); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Roundness Distribution", displayList.roundness); 

    gd.addCheckbox("Display Aspect Ratio Distribution", 

displayList.aspectRatio); 

    gd.showDialog(); 
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    if (gd.wasCanceled()) 

      return MAGNIFICATION_DEFAULT; 

    magnificationFactor         = gd.getNextNumber(); 

    displayList.area            = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    displayList.perimeter       = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    displayList.minDiameter     = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    displayList.maxDiameter     = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    displayList.directionality  = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    displayList.formFactor      = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    displayList.roundness       = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    displayList.aspectRatio     = gd.getNextBoolean(); 

    return magnificationFactor; 

  } 

  // main method 

  public void run(ImageProcessor ip) 

  { 

    // compute the connected regions 

    LinkedList  connectedRegions = new LinkedList (); 

    ShortProcessor  map = findConnectedRegions(ip, connectedRegions); 

    // show the pore map 

    ImageWindow  imgWindow = new ImageWindow(new ImagePlus("Map 

Image", ColourizePoreMap(map))); 

    // compute sample statistics 

    double magnificationFactor = showDialog(); 

    SampleStats stats = new SampleStats(magnificationFactor); 

    if(!computeSampleStatistics(ip, connectedRegions, stats)) 

      return; 

    // display text statistics 

    TextWindow  reportWindow = new TextWindow("Sample statistics", 

"Porosity:  "+stats.porosity, 300, 200); 

    reportWindow.append("\n"+stats.regionCount+"  pores detected"); 
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    // show histograms 

    displayHistograms(displayList, stats.featureStats, 

Math.max(stats.regionCount/20,150), stats.featureStatsMin, stats.featureStatsMax); 

  } 

} 
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